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Abstract: In the Chatino languages (Oto-Manguean; Oaxaca), verbs show two 
independent patterns of conjugational classification in marking aspect and mood, one 
based on prefixation and the other based on tonal ablaut. I term this conjugational 
double-classification. Each pattern determines its own conjugational classification of 
verb stems: verbs fall into several aspect/mood prefix conjugation classes that depend 
partly on their segmental structure and transitivity; and they simultaneously fall into 
several largely orthogonal tone-ablaut conjugation classes that depend partly on the 
tonal characteristics of the stem. A Chatino child therefore must learn both the prefix 
conjugation class and the tone-ablaut conjugation class of every verb s/he learns. 
Furthermore, it is shown that diachronically, the prefix classes and the tone-ablaut 
classes have had independent life cycles: in San Marcos Zacatepec Eastern Chatino, both 
systems are largely intact; in Zenzontepec Chatino, the prefixation classes are intact but 
the tone ablaut classes have eroded through tonal simplification; and in San Juan 
Quiahije Eastern Chatino, the prefixation classes have eroded through initial syllable 
loss while the tone ablaut classes are intact. It is suggested that autosegmental phonology 
and morphology, when placed in diachronic perspective, easily allow such conjugational 
double classification when tone and segmental prefixation occupy distinct autosegmental 
tiers and when prefixes are largely non-tone bearing. 
 
Keywords: Chatino languages, Oto-Manguean, tonal languages, tonal morphology, 
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0 Introduction 

Conjugation (or inflectional) class is a well-established notion: a word class 
that is inflected for a set of categories is subdivided into sets, called 
conjugation or inflectional classes, each of whose members uses a different 
or partly different pattern of exponence for marking the inflectional 
categories. For example, Spanish verbs are inflected for mood, for tense-
aspect, and for the person and number of the subject. The verbs are divided 
into three major conjugation classes, -ar, -er, and -ir verbs, named for the
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ending of the infinitive form, and the members of each class has a 
characteristic pattern of exponence, mainly suffixes and accentual changes. 
There are subclasses within each conjugation class reflecting phonological, 
morphophonological, or morphological differences in the exponence 
patterns; and there are some verbs with exponence patterns so deviant that 
they stand outside the three major conjugation classes and are counted as 
irregular (Butt & Benjamin 1994: 156-206).  

This paper presents the case of the Chatino languages, in both synchronic 
and diachronic perspective, where verbs show two independent patterns of 
conjugational classification for the purpose of marking aspect and mood. I 
term this conjugational double-classification. Aspect and mood are marked 
by two kinds of exponence: prefixes and tone ablaut. Each one determines 
its own conjugational classification of verb stems: verbs fall into a handful 
of aspect/mood prefix conjugation classes that depend partly on their 
segmental structure and transitivity; and they simultaneously fall into a 
handful of largely orthogonal tone-ablaut conjugation classes that depend 
partly on the tonal characteristics of the stem. A Chatino child therefore must 
learn both the prefix conjugation class and the tone-ablaut conjugation class 
of every verb s/he learns. Furthermore, it is shown that diachronically, the 
prefix classes and the tone ablaut classes have had independent life cycles: 
in one Chatino language, both systems are largely intact; in another, the 
prefixation classes are intact but the tone ablaut classes have eroded through 
tonal simplification; and in a third, the prefixation classes have eroded 
through initial syllable loss while the tone ablaut classes are intact. 

As far as I know, no synchronic theory of inflectional morphology 
specifically predicts or specifically excludes such conjugational double-
classification. In that sense this paper (and the work it rests on) asserts the 
importance of empirical discovery in charting the general characteristics and 
possibilities for natural human language. But more broadly, I believe that 
synchronic linguistic theory, when placed in diachronic perspective, does 
allow for this phenomenon: if tone and segmental prefixation occupy distinct 
autosegmental tiers and if prefixes are largely non-tone bearing, then there 
is no reason that prefixal and tonal marking of aspect/mood should not 
coexist in a single grammar or develop independently. 
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1. Verb inflection in Chatino languages 

Chatino verbs are inflected for four major categories of aspect or mood, and 
for seven categories of dependent-subject person and number. Prefixes and 
tone ablaut are what mark the four categories of aspect or mood: Completive 
aspect (CPL), Progressive aspect (PRG), Habitual aspect (HAB), and Potential 
mood (POT).1 Meanwhile another kind of tone ablaut, along with final-vowel 
nasality and enclitics, mark the seven categories of dependent-subject person-
and-number: third person singular (3S), third person plural (3P), second person 
singular (2S), second person plural (2P), first person singular (1S), first person 
inclusive (IN), and first person exclusive (EX).  

All these characteristics are illustrated in the paradigm in Table 12 for the 
transitive verb -akoA ‘eat (it)’ in the conservative Eastern Chatino variety of 
San Marcos Zacatepec (ISO 693-3 ctz, hereafter referred to as ‘ZAC’). In 
Table 1: 
 The prefixes nkay-, nky-, nky-, and k- mark the four aspect/mood categories. 

 Vowels are marked for tone using accent marks as described in footnote 2. Tones occur 
on words in a restricted number of tone sequences (TS’s), e.g., the CPL.3S (Completive 
Third Person Singular) form has no tone marking (the null TS), the CPL.2S form bears 
the TS /L-M/, the CPL.1S form bears the TS /M-H/, and so on: in these forms, the final 
superscripts ‘A’, ‘M’, and ‘E’ are arbitrary designators for the three TS’s in question (see 
Table 12 for a listing of the ZAC TS’s alongside their designators). 

 The paradigmatic alternation of TS’s within the paradigm is termed tone ablaut, 
analogous to the vocalic ablaut that pervades Indo-European paradigms, e.g., English 
speak – spoke. The extent of tone ablaut can be more clearly seen in Table 2, which 
highlights just the TS of each word from the paradigm of Table 1, along with its 
designator in parentheses. 

 Tone ablaut marks differences in subject person, as can be seen by comparing the 
seven person forms within each aspect or mood. The two 3rd person forms always 

                                                 
1  In addition to these there is an Imperative mood and a sporadic Stative aspect, but for their formation 

they borrow their formative elements from those of the four categories mentioned here. 
2  Chatino languages are represented phonemically using IPA symbols, except: r = [ɾ], tʸ, dʸ, lʸ, nʸ = 

laminalized [t̻, d̻, l̻, n̻], č = [ʧ], x = [ʃ], y = [j], j = [h], V̨ = nasalized vowel, VV = long vowel. Tones 
are represented with accents over the morae on which they occur: for level tones, à = low; ā = mid; á 
= high; å = superhigh (or a contour that rises to superhigh); for contour tones, ă = low-to-mid; ǎ = 
low-to-high; ã = mid-to-high; á́ = low- or mid-to-superhigh; â = high-to-low; ȃ = mid-to-low; unlinked 
(floating) tones are marked as an accent that follows the host word. In all three varieties, toneless 
morae are left unmarked. Finally, simple (non-compounded) phonological words in ZAC and SJQ are 
further identified with a superscript that shows a capital letter (A, B, ...M) designator for its TONAL 
SEQUENCE (TS), that is, the underlying sequence of tones that is hosted by the phonological word, that 
carries certain lexical and grammatical information, and that determines what mora-linked and 
floating tones actually occur in on the surface; this is discussed further in §5. 
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have the same TS, and we take their TS as basic within the given aspect/mood, since 
it is the best predictor of the TS ablaut pattern for the other person forms.  

 Tone ablaut also marks differences in aspect/mood, as can be seen by comparing the four 
aspect/mood forms given for each subject person. We take the TS of the cpl form as the 
most basic, again because it is the best predictor of TS’s of the other aspect/mood forms. 
Accordingly, the ultimate TS of the stem is always taken to be that of the cpl.3s form. 

 All 1S forms are also marked by a final nasal vowel. 

 All plural forms are marked by enclitics, one of which (nā ‘Inclusive’) is tone-bearing.  

The paradigm for -akoA ‘to eat (it)’ hardly tells the whole story, however. First 
of all, Chatino verbs fall into aspect/mood prefix conjugation classes (or prefix 

classes for short), that is, conjugation classes that are based on the pattern of 
prefix allomorphs they select to mark each aspect or mood (Campbell 2011 and 
this issue; Villard 2015). So while -akoA ‘to eat (it)’ selects the prefix allomorph 
pattern CPL nkay-, PRO nky-, HAB nky-, POT k-, there are a number of other prefix 
patterns for marking aspect/mood depending partly on various phonological, 
morphological, grammatical, semantic, and lexical traits of the stem. The 
patterns are therefore sometimes fully predictable from these traits, but often 
they are not, so that the learner must simply memorize the verb’s prefix class 
and any accompanying irregularities.  

Second –and even worse for the learner– the tone ablaut pattern for  
-akoA ‘eat’ is also but one of many. So while the specific tone ablaut pattern 
in Table 2 is characteristic (with minor variation) of most other verb stems 
whose CPL.3S form bears the TS “A” (which is the toneless TS), if the CPL.3S 
form of a verb bears a different TS, it will have a different tone ablaut pattern 
for the other aspect/mood categories. For example, a verb with the TS “C” 
(i.e., /M-(H)/3) such as -siʔī´C ‘to buy (it)’, will show a different tone ablaut 
pattern for the other aspect/mood categories; a verb with the TS “E” (/M-H/) 
such as -jīnyą́   ‘to order’ will show still another tone ablaut pattern; and so 
on. I will call the classes of verbs defined by each such ablaut pattern an 
aspect/mood tone-ablaut conjugation class (or tone ablaut class for short).  

Finally, and worse still for the learner, the prefix classes and the tone 
ablaut classes are largely orthogonal, although more so in some varieties of 
Chatino than others, as we will see. Thus in all Chatino varieties, to predict 
the correct paradigm for a given verb you have to know both its prefix class 

                                                 
3  Parentheses demarcate a floating tone, i.e., a tone that is pronounced only on a toneless mora in the 

next word, if there is one (see §5.1.1). The floating tone here (H) is a high tone. 
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and its tone ablaut class. It is this state of affairs –which I am terming 
conjugational double-classification– that will be our point of departure. 

COMPLETIVE ASPECT 
3S nkay-akoA 3P nkay-akoA =neʔ 
2S nkay-àkōM 2P nkay-akōL =wą 
1S nkay-ākǫ́  E EX nkay-akōL =wa 

 IN nkay-akōL =nā 
PROGRESSIVE ASPECT 
3S nky-ākòI 3P nky-ākòI =neʔ 
2S nky-ākōG 2P nky-ākòI =wą 
1S nky-āk ǫ́  E EX nky-ākòI =wa 
  IN nky-ākòI =na 

HABITUAL ASPECT 
3S nky-akoA 3P nky-akoA =neʔ 
2S nky-àkōM 2P nky-akōL =wą 
1S nky-àkǫ́́  H EX nky-akōL =wa 
  IN nky-akōL =nā  

POTENTIAL MOOD 
3S k-akoA 3P k-akoA =neʔ 
2S k-àkōM 2P k-akōL =wą 
1S k-àkǫ́́  H EX k-akōL =wa 

  IN k-akōL =nā 

Table 1. ZAC paradigm, -akoA ‘eat (it)’ (adapted from Villard 2015) 

COMPLETIVE ASPECT 
3S /null/ (A) 3P /null/ (A) 
2S /L-M/ (M) 2P /M/ (L) 
1S /M-H/ (E) EX /M/ (L) 

 IN /M/ (L) 
PROGRESSIVE ASPECT 
3S /M-L/ (I) 3P /M-L/ (I) 
2S /M-M/ (G) 2P /M-M/ (G) 
1S /M-H/ (E) EX /M-M/ (G) 

 IN /M-M/ (G) 

HABITUAL ASPECT 
3S /null/ (A) 3P /null/ (A) 
2S /L-M/ (M) 2P /M/ (L) 
1S /L-LS/ (H) EX /M/ (L) 

 IN /M/ (L) 

POTENTIAL MOOD 
3S /null/ (A) 3P /null/ (A) 
2S /L-M/ (M) 2P /M/ (L) 
1S /L-LS/ (H) EX /M/ (L) 
  IN /M/ (L) 

Table 2. ZAC paradigm, -akoA ‘eat (it)’: Tone ablaut (highlighting just the TS’s, in slashes, and 
their designations, in parentheses) 
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2. Life cycles 

My purpose in this chapter is to explore, in diachronic as well as typological 
terms, the conjugational double-classification of verbs in the Chatino 
languages; that is, the coexistent prefix classes and tone ablaut classes in 
Chatino verb inflection, and especially their orthogonality or independence. 
I draw on three Chatino varieties: San Marcos Zacatepec Eastern Chatino, 
discussed above, as well as two others. 

ZAC, which is both tonally and segmentally conservative, appears to 
retain both prefix classes and tone ablaut classes that are elaborate and 
directly reflective of proto-Chatino. In this language, we will find some 
tantalizing correlations between the two systems, yet they remain 
substantially orthogonal. 

A second variety, Zenzontepec Chatino (ISO 639-3 czn, hereafter ZEN), 
the outlier of the modern Chatino family, is for the most part even more 
segmentally conservative than ZAC, and its prefix classes are comparable to 
those of ZAC. But tonally, ZEN has undergone considerable phonological 
simplification and morphological leveling. That has led to the break-up there 
of the conservative system of tone ablaut classes found in ZAC. 

Finally, the Eastern Chatino of San Juan Quiahije (ISO 639-3 ctp, 
hereafter SJQ), lost all non-final vowels in historical non-compound words 
and simplified many of the resultant consonant clusters, yielding words that 
are monosyllabic. That led to the break-up of the conservative system of 
prefix classes, even as SJQ preserves, in altered form, nearly all of the 
distinctive tonal patterns of ZAC and continues to distinguish tone ablaut 
classes similar to those of ZAC. 

All together, the accounts of these three varieties make the case that 
prefix classes and tone ablaut classes have had distinct and independent LIFE 

CYCLES within the language family. The prefix classes retain their original, 
conservative form in ZAC and ZEN but broke up in SJQ as non-compound 
words monosyllabified. Meanwhile the tone ablaut classes retain their 
original form in ZAC and SJQ, but broke up in ZEN as distinctive tonal 
contrasts were lost and tonal paradigms underwent leveling. In turn, this 
historical account bolsters the synchronic finding –elaborated in detail by 
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Campbell (this issue) for ZEN Chatino– that prefix classes and tone ablaut 
classes are substantially independent of each other by showing that they are 
also independent in dynamic, diachronic terms. 

In the rest of this chapter, I give background on the Chatino languages (§3); 
present the life cycle of the prefix classes by comparing ZEN, ZAC, and SJQ 
Chatino (§4); present the life cycle of the tone ablaut classes by comparing 
those same varieties (§5); and end with general conclusions (§6). 

3. The Chatino languages 

Chatino is a shallow language group coordinate with Zapotec in the Zapotecan 
family of Oto-Manguean (Kaufman 1993-2007; Upson & Longacre 1965; 
Campbell 2013b), as shown in Table 3. Over half of contemporary Chatinos 
are speakers of 17 or so distinct local varieties of Chatino, many of which are 
mutually unintelligible. The varieties are named for the localities in which they 
are spoken and vary considerably with respect to their populations and vitality 
(see further discussion in Cruz & Woodbury 2014a). Campbell (2013) gives 
arguments that sustain the view, first proposed in Boas (1913: 78), that these 
village language varieties could be classified into three main “dialects” (which 
Campbell considers distinct languages): Zenzontepec Chatino, Tataltepec 
Chatino, and all the rest, which he calls Eastern Chatino, shown in the map in 
Figure 1. He gives arguments, based on shared innovations, that all the Eastern 
Chatino varieties form a distinct genetic unit (but he leaves flat the considerable 
diversity that it contains4). He furthermore shows that Eastern Chatino and 
Tataltepec Chatino form a proper subgroup, Coastal Chatino, that is coordinate 
with Zenzontepec Chatino, the family’s farthest outlier. As already indicated, 
this paper will consider in detail only three varieties: Zenzontepec (ZEN), 
Zacatepec (ZAC), and San Juan Quiahije (SJQ), the last two of which belong 
to Eastern Chatino.  

                                                 
4  Based on Lewis et al. (2015), ISO 639-3 divides the 15 or so Eastern Chatino varieties into four 

languages, each with its own code. However, none of these has been shown by the comparative 
method to be a valid subgroup of Eastern Chatino. 
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 Oto-Manguean (Many subfamilies) 
o Zapotecan 

 Zapotec (Many varieties) 
 Chatino 

 Zenzontepec Chatino [ISO 639-3 czn] (ZEN) 
 Coastal Chatino 

o Tataltepec Chatino [cta] (TAT) 
o Eastern Chatino 

 San Juan Quiahije Eastern Chatino [ctp] (SJQ) 
 Santiago Yaitepec Eastern Chatino [ctp] (YAI) 
 San Marcos Zacatepec Eastern Chatino [ctz] (ZAC) 
 Santa Lucía Teotepec Eastern Chatino [cya] (TEO) 
 Santa María Yolotepec Eastern Chatino [cly] (YOL) 
 San Miguel Panixtlahuaca Eastern Chatino [ctp] (PAN) 
 (About 9 others) 

Table 3. The Chatino languages: External and internal relationships (Reproduced from Cruz 
& Woodbury 2014a) 

Major milestones in the descriptive analysis of Chatino include Pride & Pride’s 
(2004) dictionary of Panixtlahuaca Eastern Chatino, the culmination of five 
decades of work on Coastal Chatino varieties by members of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics; Rasch (2002), an outstanding doctoral dissertation 
grammar of Santiago Yaitepec Eastern Chatino; and Rasch (in press) and 
Campbell and Carleton (in press), extensive dictionaries, respectively, of 
Santiago Yaitepec Eastern Chatino and Zenzontepec Chatino, written under 
the auspices of the Project for the Documentation of the Languages of Meso-
America. They also include work by the group with which I have been 
associated, the Chatino Language Documentation Project (CLDP), centered at 
the University of Texas at Austin, whose approach is described in Cruz & 
Woodbury (2014a, b). CLDP research has led to six doctoral dissertations, 
including four dissertations on the phonology and morphology of specific 
varieties: Campbell (2014) on Zenzontepec Chatino, Sullivant (2015) on 
Tataltepec Chatino, Villard (2015) on San Marcos Zacatepec Eastern Chatino, 
and McIntosh (2015) on Santa Lucía Teotepec Eastern Chatino; and two 
dissertations on aspects of San Juan Quiahije Eastern Chatino, one on the tonal 
system (E. Cruz 2011) and the other on the poetics of traditional oratory and 
sacred speech (H. Cruz 2014). Because I concentrate in this chapter on three of 
the varieties just mentioned –ZEN, ZAC, and SJQ– I rely especially on the 
dissertations and other works by Campbell, Villard, E. Cruz, and H. Cruz, as 
well as on my own work with speakers of two of the varieties, ZAC and SJQ. 
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Figure 1: Chatino language map (from Campbell 2013a) 

Furthermore, two topical foci of CLDP research have been foundational for 
the present paper. The first, inaugurated by Eric Campbell (2011) in a study 
of ZEN, is the system of aspect/mood prefix classes. Campbell relates his 
analysis of the ZEN system to largely cognate prefix conjugation classes in 
Zapotec; while Villard (2010, 2015) and Sullivant (2011, 2015) describe the 
system of aspect/mood prefix classes of ZAC and TAT, respectively, 
clearing the ground for a diachronic understanding of the development of 
this system in Chatino, as well as for my more modest effort here to sketch 
out a life cycle for it. 

The second topical focus is tone. The six dissertations bring the 
description of the complex tonal systems of Chatino languages –and their 
astonishing diversity– to a high level (for a general discussion of this effort, 
see Cruz & Woodbury 2014a). This makes it possible to understand how 
tone ablaut patterns define their own conjugation classes in each language. 
Moreover, ongoing work on the diachrony of Chatino tone, beginning with 
Campbell & Woodbury (2010), makes it possible to compare the tone ablaut 
classes across the Chatino languages and –as proposed here– to chart their 
life cycle. 
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4. The life cycle of the Chatino aspect/mood prefix classes 

In this section, we consider the historically conservative aspect/mood prefix 
classes of ZEN as originally formulated by Campbell (2011) (§4.1); the 
closely cognate prefix classes of ZAC, based mainly on Villard’s (2010, 
2015) accounts (§4.2); and the break up of much of this system in SJQ 
through the effects of monosyllabification (§4.3).  

4.1. Campbell’s ZEN analysis 

Campbell (2011, this issue) extends Kaufman’s (1987) framework for the 
aspect/mood prefix prefix conjugation classes of Zapotec languages to 
account for prefix patterns in ZEN. His analysis is shown in Table 4 and 
illustrated in Table 5. The tables show only the 3S form of each verb because 
in ZEN –as in all Chatino languages– aspect/mood prefixes do not vary 
according to person.5 There are three main classes, designated by capital 
letters (A, B, C); and each has several subdivisions. The main classes are 
defined on the basis of the pattern of prefix allomorphs that the verb stem 
takes for the four major aspect/mood categories, as follows. Class A verbs 
are uniquely those which take CPL nka- or nkʷi-,6 and which always take PRG 
nte-, HAB nti-, and POT ki-; Class B verbs are consonant-initial and take CPL 
nku-, PRG nte-, HAB nti-, and POT ki- (but with further morphophonological 
fusion for stems beginning in t or y) and Class C verbs are back vowel-initial 
and always take CPL nku- or (nka)y-, PRG nč- or ntey-, HAB nti- and POT k-. 
Each class is subclassified according to phonological or morphological 
features of the stem or the CPL prefix, e.g., within Class A, Subclass Au/Ac 
comprises verb stems that take CPL nka- and are either derived with the 
causative prefix u- (Au), or are consonant-initial (Ac) while Subclass A2 
verbs are consonant- or e or i initial verbs that take CPL nkʷi-. Similar kinds 
of indicators subdivide Classes B and C, as can be deduced from Table 4.7 

                                                 
5  This characteristic is demonstrated for ZAC in the paradigm in Table 1. 
6  Some classificatory decisions are based on historical patterns. For example, in Kaufman’s (1987: 11) 

analysis of the Zapotec system, all Class A verbs are distinguished by the CPL prefix kwe-. As 
Campbell (2011: 230) argues, the ZEN Class A2 CPL allomorph nkwi- is a direct cognate of the Zapotec 
completive, whereas the ZEN Class Au/Ac CPL allomorph nka- is a Chatino innovation that 
presumably replaced a cognate of Zapotec kwe-. For that reason he groups Au/Ac together with A2 
(as subclasses of ZEN Class A) rather than treating Class A2 as its own separate class. 

7  The exact number of classes is something of a judgment call, since there are also irregular verbs which 
do not fit perfectly in any of the classes shown (Campbell 2011: 241).  
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ZEN (like other Chatino languages) permits no vowel clusters. When 
prefixes and stems combine to create a potential vowel cluster, Campbell 
proposes that a precedence hierarchy based on vowel quality determines 
which of the two vowels will remain. Without going into the details of this 
hierarchy, we can still observe some of its effects. Thus in Table 5, the first 
row shows the Subclass Au verb u-xūʔú ‘cut (it)’. Observe that its initial u 
“loses” in the CPL and PRG forms to prefixal a and e, but “wins” in the HAB 
and POT forms over prefixal i. 

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of Campbell’s prefix classes 
is that they have morphological, grammatical, and semantic correlates, noted 
briefly as ‘stem characteristics’ in Table 4; although the correlations have 
many exceptions. Many or most of these characteristics relate in one way or 
another to argument structure and thematic relations: transitive vs 
intransitive, unaccusative vs unergative, causative, and verbs of motion and 
position. In Class Au, the basis of the relationship between prefix class and 
stem characteristics is especially transparent: evidently, the causative prefix 
u- is responsible for selecting a particular set of aspect prefixes. Similar but 
less transparent morphological features may underpin the more obscure 
stem-to-inflection relationships. 

4.2. Villard’s ZAC analysis as compared to ZEN 

Villard (2010, 2015) in turn extends Campbell’s framework for ZEN to 
account for aspect/mood prefix behavior in ZAC. Her analysis is shown in 
Table 6 (with a few modifications), and comparisons of ZEN vs ZAC 
examples are shown in Table 7.  

Villard’s classes are nearly identical to Campbell’s: she identifies the 
same major prefix Classes A, B, and C; as well as all the same subclasses, 
in addition to a new one that is unique to ZAC, Subclass Bk (shaded in Table 
6). ZAC Subclass Bk verbs begin with k and correspond to those ZEN 
Subclass Bc verbs that begin with k. Villard distinguishes Class Bk because 
in the ZAC POT form, the expected ki- prefix dissimilates to tyi- before the 
stem-initial k. This is shown in Table 7 for ZEN ki-kūtí vs ZAC tyi-kùtʸı̋ H  POT 

forms of the verb stem meaning ‘become soft’.  
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Villard’s classes also match Campbell’s classes in morphological, 
grammatical, and lexical terms –as a comparison of Tables 4 and 6 shows, 
the ZAC classes have substantially the same ‘stem characteristics’ as the 
corresponding ZEN classes. 

Finally, not only do the ZEN and ZAC prefix classes substantially match, 
but their members do too: thus for any given pair of ZEN-ZAC cognate verb 
stems, the classification is generally the same, as the examples in Table 7 
suggest. 

It is thus evident that the aspect/mood prefix classes of ZEN and ZAC 
are transparently cognate and minimally different, even though ZEN and 
ZAC are on opposite sides of the first branching in Chatino’s family tree. 
This –along with similar findings for Tataltepec Chatino by Sullivant (2011, 
2015)– suggests that the ZEN-ZAC system first discussed by Campbell is 
original in the family. 

Class Stem characteristics CPL PRG HAB POT 
Au/Ac derived u- causative verbs (Au) and 

consonant-initial unergative or 
transitive verbs (Ac) 

nka- nte- nti- ki- 

A2 transitive and all i or e initial 
verbs (tr. or intr.) 

nkʷi- nte- nti- ki- 

Bc unaccusative verbs nku- nte- nti- ki- 
Bt motion and posture verbs nku- nte-  n- (t  ty) (t  ty) 
By y- initial verbs, mostly derived 

unaccusative 
nk- nte- n- (y  č) (y  č) 

Ca unaccusative, a- initial nku- nč- nti- k- 
C2 unergative or transitive, begin in 

a-, o-, or u- 
y- ~ nkay- nč- ~ ntey- nti- k- 

Table 4. ZEN Aspect/mood prefix classes (Campbell 2011, this issue) 

Class Gloss Stem CPL PRG HAB POT 
Au cut (it) -u-xūʔú nka-xūʔú nte-xūʔú nt-u-xūʔú k-u-xūʔú 
Ac laugh -xiti nka-xiti nte-xiti nti-xiti ki-xiti 
A2 turn in -i-tʸāá nkʷ-i-tʸāá nte-tʸāá nt-i-tʸāá tʸāá 
Bc boil (intr.) -lákwi nkū-lákwi ntē-lákwi ntī-lákwi kī-lákwi 
Bt sit (up high) -tūkʷá nku-tūkʷá nte-tūkʷá n-tʸūkʷá tʸūkʷá 
By open (intr) -y-ála nk-y-ála nte-y-ála n-č-ála č-ála 
Ca be cooked -ākéʔ nkū-kéʔ nč-akēʔ ntī-kéʔ k-ākéʔ 
C2 vomit -akʷę̄ nkay-akʷę̄ nč-akʷę̄ ntā-kʷę́ k-ākʷę́ 

Table 5. ZEN aspect/mood prefix classes: examples (Campbell 2011; Campbell & Carleton to 
appear) 
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Class Stem characteristics CPL PRG HAB POT 

Au/Ac 
derived u- causative verbs (Au) 
and consonant-initial unergative 
or transitive verbs (Ac) 

nka- ntā- nti- ki- 

A2 
transitive, derived ix- causatives 
and all i or e initial verbs (tr. or 
intr.) 

nkʷi- ntā-, ntī- nti- [lam]8, k- 

Bc unaccusative verbs, l, n, t, or s 
initial nku- ntā- nti- [lam] 

Bk unaccusative verbs, k initial nku- ntā- ntyi- tyi- 
Bt posture and motion verbs nku- ntā-  n-[lam] [lam] 

By y initial, mostly derived y- 
unaccusative verbs nk(u)- ntī-k- n-k- k- 

Ca unaccusative verbs, a initial nku- nky¯- nti- k- 

C2 unergative or transitive verbs, a, 
o, or u initial y- ~ nkay- nky¯- nti- k- 

Table 6. ZAC Aspect/mood prefix classes (Based on Villard 2015: 288) 

Class Gloss Lg Stem CPL PRG HAB POT 

Au cut (it) ZEN -ū-xūʔú nka-xūʔú ntē-xūʔú nt-ū-xūʔú k-ū-xūʔú 
Au cut (it) ZAC -u-sīʔyóE nka-sīʔyóE ntā-sīʔyómE nt-u-sìʔyőH k-u-sìʔyőH 

Ac laugh ZEN -xiti nka-xiti nte-xiti nti-xiti ki-xiti 
Ac laugh ZAC -sītʸíE nka-sītʸíE ntā-sītʸímE nti-xìtʸı̋ H ki-xìtʸı̋ H 

Ac fart ZEN -lʸa nka-lʸa nte-lʸa nti-lʸa ki-lʸa 
Ac fart ZAC -jı̋lʸà`D nkā-ji̋lʸà`D ntā-ji̋lʸà`D nti-jilʸà`B1 jilʸà`B 

A2 turn in ZEN -ī-tʸāá nkʷ-ī-tʸāá ntē-tʸāá nt-ī-tʸāá tʸāá 
A2 turn in ZAC -i-tʸāáE nkʷ-i-tʸāáE nt-ī-tʸāámE n-tʸāáE tʸāáE 

Bc boil (intr.) ZEN -lákwi nkū-lákwi ntē-lákwi ntī-lákwi kī-lákwi 
Bc boil (intr.) ZAC -lākʷíE nku-lākʷíE ntā-lākʷímE nti-lyàkʷı̋H lyàkʷı̋H 

Bc become soft ZEN -kúti nkū-kúti ntē-kúti ntī-kúti kī-kúti 
Bk become soft ZAC -kūtʸíE n-kūtʸíE ntā-kūtʸímE nti-kùtʸı̋ H tyi-kùtʸı̋ H 

Bt sit (up high) ZEN -tūkʷá nkū-tūkʷá ntē-tūkʷá n-tʸūkʷá tʸūkʷá 
Bt sit (up high) ZAC -tukʷà`B nku-tukʷà`B ntā-tűkʷà`D n-tʸukʷà`B tʸukʷà`B 

By be open ZEN -y-ála nk-y-ála ntē-y-ála n-č-ála č-ála 
By be open ZAC -y-āláE nk-y-āláE ntī-k-y-ālámE n-k-y-àla̋ H k-y-àla̋ H 

Ca be cooked ZEN -ākéʔ nkū-kéʔ nč-akēʔ ntī-kéʔ k-ākéʔ 
Ca be cooked ZAC -akěʔF nku-kěʔF nky-ākēʔ´mC nti-kèʔ`B k-akèʔ`B 

C2 vomit ZEN -akʷę̄ nkay-akʷę̄ nč-akʷę̄ ntī-kʷę́ k-ākʷę́ 
C2 vomit ZAC -akʷę̄´C nkay-akʷę̄C nk-y-ākʷę̄´mC nti-kʷę̀`B k-akʷę̀`B 

Table 7. Aspect/mood prefix class examples: ZEN vs ZAC cognates 

                                                 
8 [lam] indicates laminalization of apical stem-initial consonants, a process which also occurs automatically (and 

hence is not marked) whenever the prefix ends in i; All PRG prefix allomorphs carry a mid tone (¯); ‘~’ marks 
allomorphs in free variation, while a comma separates allomorphs that are selected by subsets of stems on an 
idiosyncratic basis. 
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4.3. SJQ as compared to ZAC 

Finally we turn to SJQ, based on paradigms assembled by Emiliana Cruz, 
Hilaria Cruz, and me. ZAC and SJQ are both varieties of Eastern Chatino 
and are close enough to be partially mutually intelligible. But SJQ (non-
compound) words became monosyllabic by losing all non-final vowels,9 
leaving behind consonant clusters; in turn, those clusters were often reduced 
through coalescence or loss. A clear picture of the situation emerges by 
comparing SJQ and ZAC cognates for the verb paradigms presented in Table 
7, as shown in Table 8. 

These changes severely erode the distinctiveness of the SJQ cognates to 
the ZAC prefix classes, in several ways. First, non-final vowel loss erodes a 
distinction between and among stem classes which in ZAC are vowel-initial 
(Au, A2, Ca, C2) vs consonant initial (the rest), leaving them all consonant-
initial in SJQ (Table 8, Stem column). Second, it has severely reduced CPL 
prefix allomorphy in SJQ, as follows. ZAC has four main CPL prefix 
allomorphs: nka-, nkwi-, nku-, and y- (in free variation with nkay-), and they 
–more than the prefixes of any other aspect or mood– are what most 
distinguish each prefix pattern (this has already been summarized in Table 
6). In SJQ, the first three of these prefixes show up as either n- or as nothing 
at all, while the last one shows up as y-. Moreover, the alternation between 
n- and no prefix is based not on the erstwhile historical prefix class (as 
revealed by ZAC cognates), but simply on the phonological shape of the 
stem. The rule is this: if the stem begins with a non-laryngeal occlusive (stop 
or affricate), n- appears, e.g., n-dyăF ‘turned in’, n-kyǎG ‘went’. Otherwise, 
the prefix is null, e.g., 0-styíE ‘laughed’, 0-lyâ°B2 ‘chipped’. (When this leads 
to an initial sequence nCC, in which both consonants are occlusives, n and 
the first C are both deleted in most but not all verbs, e.g, the CPL of the stem 
tkʷâ°B2 ‘sit up high’ is kʷâ°B2 rather than the expected **n-tkʷâ°B2.)  

Table 9 summarizes the SJQ system, allocating separate rows for each 
historical prefix class but demonstrating the merger of many of the prefix 

                                                 
9  In ZAC –which presumably reflects conservative Eastern Chatino– an apical stem-initial consonant 

was laminalized when it followed /i/. Thus the ZAC stem sītʸíE ‘to laugh’ shows initial apical /s/ after 
/a/ in PRG ntā-sītʸímE vs initial laminal /x/ in HAB nti-xìtʸı̋H. after /i/. SJQ retains this apical-laminal 
alternation even after losing the prefix vowel, cf. PRG n-stʸíE vs HAB n-xtʸı̋H. In this way a lost vowel 
can still leave a trace of itself in SJQ.  
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patterns that define them, and presenting a representation for each prefix 
allomorph as it is found in SJQ. Thus, in the CPL column, the n- ~ 0- prefix 
alternation just discussed is represented more abstractly as n-1, and the rules 
for its combination are given at the foot of the table. There we can see that, 
due to the phonological reductions under discussion, the SJQ CPL prefixes 
now only distinguish Class C2 from the rest, but nothing else.  

Table 9 also shows the cognates in SJQ of the PRG, HAB, and POT 
prefixes. Although there are no significant, systematic mergers in SJQ 
relative to ZAC (Table 6), the prefix allomorphs are already relatively 
uniform and therefore do not offer easy diagnostics or differentiation of 
prefix classes for SJQ. 

In summary, the phonological basis for the robust aspect/mood prefix 
classes of ZEN and ZAC is severely eroded in SJQ: neither vowel-initial 
stems, nor three of the four CPL prefixes are distinct there. Meanwhile, the 
distinctions that do sometimes remain are obscured by complex 
morphophonemic processes. 

4.4. Aspect/mood prefix classes: summary and conclusion 

ZEN and ZAC share a conservative system that distinguishes aspect/mood 
prefix classes on the basis of stem shape and prefix allomorphy. The classes 
have functional integrity, especially with respect to intransitivity, 
transitivity, causativity, and related valence notions. SJQ, though closely 
related to ZAC, loses the phonological basis for distinguishing many of these 
classes through non-final syllable simplification, breaking the form-function 
bond between conjugation and valency. The innovations of SJQ thus spur a 
shift in the life cycle of prefix classes from robust to moribund. 
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Class Gloss Lg Stem CPL PGR HAB POT 

Au cut (it) ZAC -u-sīʔyóE nka-sīʔyóE ntā-sīʔyómE nt-u-sìʔyőH k-u-sìʔyőH 

 cut (it) SJQ -sʔyúE sʔyúE n-sʔyúE n-sʔyűH sʔyűH 

Ac laugh ZAC -sītʸíE nka-sītʸíE ntā-sītʸímE nti-xìtʸi H ki-xìtʸı̋ H 

 laugh SJQ -stʸíE stʸíE n-stʸíE n-xtʸı̋ H xtʸı̋ H 

Ac fart ZAC -jı̋lʸà`D nkā-ji̋lʸà`D ntā-ji̋lʸà`D nti-jilʸà`B jilʸà`B 

 fart SJQ -jlʸǎG jlʸǎG n-jlʸãI n-jlʸȃ˜B1 jlʸȃ˜B1 

A2 turn in ZAC -i-tʸāáE nkʷ-i-tʸāáE nt-ī-tʸāámE n-tʸāáE tʸāáE 

 turn in SJQ -tʸăF n-dyăF n-dyăF n-dyăF tʸăF 

Bc boil (intr.) ZAC -lākʷíE nku-lākʷíE ntā-lākʷímE nti-lyàkʷı̋ H lyàkʷı̋ H 

 boil (intr.) SJQ -ykwíE ykwíE nt-kwíE nt-kwı̋ H kwı̋ H 

Bk become soft ZAC -kūtʸíE n-kūtʸíE ntā-kūtʸímE nti-kùtʸı̋ H tyi-kùtʸı̋ H 

 become soft SJQ -tʸíE n-tʸíE n-tʸíE n-tʸı̋ H k-tʸı̋ H 

Bt sit (up high) ZAC -tukʷà`B nku-tukʷà`B ntā-tűkʷà`D n-tʸukʷà`B tʸukʷà`B 

 sit (up high) SJQ -tkʷâ˚B2 kʷâ˚B2 n-tkʷá˚D n-tʸkʷâ˚B2 tʸkʷâ˚B2 

By be open ZAC -y-āláE nk-y-āláE ntī-k-y-ālámE n-k-y-àla̋ H k-y-àla̋ H 
 be open SJQ -yláE yláE nd-láE nd-la̋H k-la̋ H 

Ca be cooked ZAC -akěʔF nku-kěʔF nky-ākēʔ´mC nti-kèʔ`B k-akèʔ`B 

 be cooked SJQ -kĕʔF n-kĕʔF ntʸ-kēʔ´C nt-kêʔ˚B2 kêʔ˚B2 

C2 vomit ZAC -akʷę̄ ´C nkay-akʷę̄ ´C nk-y-ākʷę̄ ´mC nti-kʷę̀`B k-akʷę̀`B 

 vomit SJQ -kʷę̄´C y-kʷę̄´C ntʸ-kʷę̄´C ntʸ-kʷę̂˚B2 kʷę̂˚B2 

Table 8. Aspect/mood-prefix class examples: ZAC vs SJQ cognates 

Class Stem characteristics CPL PRG HAB POT 

Au derived u- causative verbs n-1 n-2 n- ~ n(tʸ)-[lam] (k-) 
Ac unergative or transitive verbs n-1 n-2

 n(tʸ)-[lam] [lam] 

A2 
transitive and all i or e initial 
verbs (tr. or intr.) n-1 n-2

 n(tʸ)-[lam] [lam] 

Bc 
unaccusative verbs, begin in 
l-, n-, t-, or s- n-1 n-2

 n-[lam] [lam] 

Bk 
k- initial verbs, mostly 
unaccusative n-1 n-2 n(ty)- Ø- ~ ty- 

Bt motion and posture verbs n-1 n-2
 n- (t  tʸ) (t  tʸ) 

By 
y- initial verbs, mostly derived 
unaccusative n-1 n-2

 nk- (ky  k(y)- ~d(y)-) k- (ky  k(y)- ~ tʸ-) 

Ca 
inchoative unaccusative, a- 
initial n-1 ntʸ- n(tʸ)- k- 

C2 
unergative or transitive, 
begin in a-, o-, or u- y-  ntʸ- n(tʸ)- k- 

i. [lam] indicates laminalization of apical stem-initial consonants 
ii. n1 + C ==> nC (where C is a nonlaryngeal occlusive); Else, n1 + C ==> C (When the first rule yields 
nCiCj, where both consonants are occlusives, a further rule eliminates nCi for most stems, although there 
are exceptions) 
iii. n-2  is invariantly realized as n- 

Table 9. SJQ outcomes for the ZAC aspect/mood-prefix clases 
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5. The life cycle of Chatino aspect/mood tone ablaut classes, and their 
relationship to aspect/mood prefix classes 

We now consider the life cycle of the Chatino aspect/mood tone ablaut classes. 
I will begin by showing that in ZAC, verbs are grouped into conjugation classes 
based on the tone ablaut patterns that mark the different aspect and moods 
(§5.1). I will then show that these patterns at times correlate with aspect/mood 
prefix classes as well as the categories of intransitivity, transitivity, and 
causativity that accompany the prefix classes (§5.2). Turning to SJQ (§5.3), I 
will show that the underlying distinctions of the ZAC tonal system are retained, 
as are nearly all patterns of aspect/mood tone ablaut and the conjugations they 
define, despite the fact that the SJQ aspect/mood prefix classes were eroded 
through stem reduction. Finally (§5.4), I will show that by contrast, ZEN 
underwent a radical simplification of the conservative Chatino tonal system 
found in ZAC as well as a reworking of its tone ablaut patterns, destroying any 
correlations between ZEN’s aspect/mood tone ablaut patterns and its 
aspect/mood prefix classes. My goal is to demonstrate that ZAC and SJQ show 
the Chatino tone ablaut classes at a relatively conservative point in their life 
cycle, whereas ZEN shows them considerably degenerated, as it were toward 
life’s end. Notably, ZEN and SJQ play opposite roles, with respect to the tone 
ablaut classes, to those they played with respect to prefix classes: in the former 
case ZEN was conservative while SJQ showed degeneration; whereas in the 
latter case, SJQ was conservative while ZEN showed degeneration. Only ZAC 
remained conservative in both cases, and only ZAC shows significant evidence 
of correlation between prefix classes and tone ablaut classes. 

5.1.  Aspect/mood tone ablaut classes in ZAC 

Here we consider the system of tone ablaut classes in ZAC, based on the 
tone ablaut patterns found across aspects/moods. To do this, however, we 
first must sketch the ZAC tone system (§5.1.1), which is not a simple one. 
My account is based on joint work with Stéphanie Villard (Villard & 
Woodbury 2012), on my own work with speakers, and on Villard’s (2015) 
outstanding presentation, analysis, and defense of the whole system. Only 
then will it be possible to state the tone ablaut patterns that define ZAC tone 
ablaut classes (§5.1.2). 
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5.1.1. The ZAC tonal system 

The ZAC tonal system has the following characteristics: 

A. Five tones. Three are level tones: L(ow), M(id), and H(igh); and two are 
rising tones, Low-High (LH) and Low-Superhigh (LS), shown in Table 10.  

B. The mora is the tone-bearing unit (TBU). Tones are normally realized on 
the mora. In autosegmental terms, the tones are linked to the mora. It is also 
possible for a mora to be toneless, i.e., not linked to a tone, although in 
isolation and by default, toneless morae are identical in pitch to low-tone 
morae. Table 10 shows toneless as the sixth moraic possibility, and 
illustrates all six possibilities with a monomoraic example word that is 
transcribed lexically and phonetically.  

Tone  Mark Description Example Phonetic 

L(ow) à Low level or falling nkǫ̀˝B ‘turtle’ [ngǫ̀] 
M(id) ā Mid level nkwā´C ‘was’ [ngwā] 
H(igh) á High level nkwáE ‘were (2S)’ [ngwá] 
LH ǎ Low to high rising nǎF ‘thing’ [nǎ] 
LS(uperhigh) a̋ Low to super-high rising pı̋ H‘turkey’ [pı̋] 
Toneless a Low level or falling  neʔA ‘person’ [nèʔ] 

Table 10. ZAC Tones, illustrated with monosyllabic words10 

C. A non-compound word may be monomoraic, dimoraic, or trimoraic, as 
shown in Table 11. Only a final syllable may be dimoraic; non-final syllables 
are always monomoraic. This leads to five possible prosodic shapes for 
words, as the table shows.  

D. (non-compound) word hosts one of only about 13 possible tone sequences, 
despite the large tone inventory. Accordingly, words can be classified 
according to which Tonal Sequence Class they belong to. This is shown in 
Table 12.11 

The first column of the table lists designators for each TS class (A through 
M). The letter designators follow a scheme for comparing TS classes across 
Eastern Chatino varieties that was proposed in H. Cruz & Woodbury (2006) 
                                                 
10  In ‘turtle’ and ‘was’, an additional tone mark follows (´ and ˝ respectively). These are floating tones 

that are lexically hosted by these words but only ever realized on an immediately following word, as 
described under (D) below. 

11  Three minor TS’s are not listed here: /M-LS-M-(H)/, /M-H-M/, and /L-M-L/. For a complete list see 
Villard 2015: 178 (where the TS classes are designated with numbers instead of letters). 
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and that has been used in much of the subsequent literature. In lexical level 
transcriptions, the letter designator is indicated as a final superscript.  

The second column shows the TS’s themselves. They are composed of the 
tones from Table 10. The TS’s consist of from zero to three LINKING TONES 
that link to the morae of the host word (as described in E below), followed, 
in five of the TS’s shown, by a final floating tone. The floating tones are (L), 
(H), and (LS), marked as such with parentheses. They are called ‘floating’ 
because they either ‘float’ to the next word if it has a toneless mora or morae 
–linking to the last of those morae– or else are not realized at all. In 
autosegmental terms, they are treated as unlinked at the lexical level, linking 
only if an empty mora is available in the next word. See Villard (2015: 222-
262) for the full details.  
 Monomoraic Dimoraic Trimoraic 
Monosyllabic pı̋H ‘turkey’ 

nkwā´C ‘was’ 
kānʔG ’that’ 

keē´C ‘flower’ 
ntsi ̀˝

B ‘guayaba’ 
kyàa̋ H‘tomorrow’ 

-- 

Disyllabic -- kyajaA ‘tortilla’ 
jaʔwà˝B ‘banana’ 
jnyākèI ‘your head’ 

kwityēēʔG ‘ant’ 
ntulaà˝B ‘peach’ 
tukwēę́E ‘road’ 

Trisyllabic -- -- mansànā˝K ‘apple’ 
xūnēʔę̀I ‘scorpion’ 
kunāʔąE ́ ’woman’ 

Table 11. Prosodic shapes of non-compound words in ZAC (adapted from Villard & Woodbury 
2012) 

TS Class TS Examples Word 
 Linking Floating   pattern 

A (none)  nkayakoA ‘ate’ Ø-Ø-Ø 

B (nouns) L -(LS) ntikalà˝B ‘cloud’ Ø-Ø-L(LS) 

B (others) L -(L) kusuwèʔ`B ‘will.scratch’ Ø-Ø-L(L) 

C M -(H) nkukat ̄ ´C ‘burned’ Ø-Ø-M(H) 

D  M-LS-L -(L) ntāsűwèʔ`D ‘is.scratching’ M-LS-L(L) 

E M-H  nkajīnyą́E ‘asked’ Ø-M-H 
F LH  nkyunǎF ‘cried’ Ø-Ø-LH 
G M-M  nkayūjwīG ‘killed’ Ø-M-M 
H L-LS  ntijìnyą̋H ‘asks’ Ø-L-LS 
I M-M-L  ntājīnyàI ‘am.asking.1s’ M-M-L 
K L-M -(LS) mansànā˝K ‘apple’ Ø-L-M(LS) 

L M  kusuwę̄ʔL ‘will scratch.1s’ Ø-Ø-M 
M L-M  kusùwēʔM ‘will.scratch.2S’ Ø-L-M 

Table 12. The ZAC TS classes and their TS’s, illustrated with trisyllabic, trimoraic examples 
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TS Class TS Shape  ZAC (Gloss) Word pattern 

E M-H μ.μ.μ nkajīnyą́E ‘asked’ Ø-M-H 
E M-H μ.μμ tukwēę́E  ‘road’ Ø-M-H 
E M-H μ.μ kwīnáE ‘snake’ M-H 
E M-H μμ xāáE ‘light’ M-H 
E M-H μ nkwáE ‘were.2S’ H 

Table 13. TS Class “E” words showing the linking of the TS /M-H/ to words having different 
prosodic shapes (‘μ’ = mora; ‘.’ = syllable boundary) 

The third column shows a trimoraic, trisyllabic example for each TS class.  

Finally the fourth column gives the tonal pattern for each word, mora by 
mora (Ø is for toneless morae, and floating tones are indicated as 
superscripts). The exact pattern of linking leads us to our next point.  

E. The TS is hosted by the whole word; but its member linking tones link to 
morae, right-to-left. This is clear in the last column of Table 12. There, the 
right-most linking tone always links with the right-most mora; and the 
remaining tones link, one-to-one from right to left, with the remaining 
morae. When there are fewer tones than available morae, the leftover morae 
are toneless. 

When the opposite case occurs, and there are more tones than available 
morae, the leftover tones do not link and remain phonetically unrealized. 
Table 13 shows words belonging to TS Class E that represent each of the 
five prosodic shapes of Table 11. When the TS of Class E, /M-H/, links to 
the two trimoraic words, there is one leftover mora; when it links to the two 
dimoraic words, there is a perfect tone-to-mora “fit”; and when it links to 
the single monomoraic word, there is only moraic “room” for the /H/, 
leaving the leftover /M/ portion of the TS unlinked and unrealized, so that it 
effectively disappears. 

This basic system –in which TS’s are hosted by whole words regardless 
of prosodic shape but the realization of the component tones is different 
depending on prosodic shape– is comparable to the systems described for 
Tiv by McCawley (1970) and for Mende by Leben (1973), except that in 
those languages, the association is left-to-right, and the tonal inventories 
considerably smaller. 

F. Tone bearing affixes. As can be seen in Table 5, all allomorphs of the PRG 
prefix carry the mid tone, even the vowelless Class Ca PRG prefix allomorph 
nky-¯, which places its mid tone on the stem-initial vowel. Aside from these 
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PRG forms, we have found no other productive tone-bearing prefixes anywhere 
else in ZAC. These prefixes combine with many of the basic TS’s to yield 
AUGMENTED TS’s (see Villard 2015: 318-322 for discussion). 

Table 14 presents four of the ZAC verbs from Table 6 and compares their 
stem, CPL, and PRG forms. For each form, the TS class is indicated with a 
superscript as usual, but with “m” marking those that are augmented with a 
mid-tone prefix, e.g., “mE” for TS Class E with mid-tone prefix. The TS itself 
is also spelled out to the right of each form. In the spell-outs of the augmented 
TS’s in the PRG forms, the prefixal mid tone is represented as /M+/, where the 
‘+’ distinguishes prefixal /M/ from ordinary first-in-sequence tones because it 
behaves slightly differently, as will be shown. 

In all the examples, the TS class of the stem and the CPL is the same. In the 
PRG, the /M+/ tone contributed by the prefix occurs on the leftmost mora 
whether or not it coincides with the prefix vowel. Thus the PRG forms of ‘cut 
(it)’ and ‘turn in’ are trimoraic and the mid-tone occurs on the first mora, which 
in the first case is the vowel of the prefix itself, and in the second case the vowel 
of the stem prefix i-, which “wins” over the vowel of the progressive prefix 
ntā- by a vowel cluster resolution rule similar to that described in §2.1 for ZEN. 
In the third case, ‘vomit’, the PRG is dimoraic and has the prefix allomorph  
ky-¯ added to a stem bearing TS /M-(H)/, forcing the mid tone of the prefix 
onto the first mora of the stem. This gives a surface word pattern M-M. In the 
last case, the PRG of ‘flee’, the mid-tone of the prefix stays with its host, as 
expected. But the surface word pattern is M-Ø-LH, where the penultimate 
mora remains toneless (pronounced as low). The fact that the M does not 
‘migrate’ rightward shows that prefix-hosted mid-tones behave differently 
from ordinary TS hosted mid-tones, which, as noted, normally associate from 
right-to-left leaving no toneless gaps. 

Gloss Stem TS CPL TS PRG TS 
cut (it) -u-sīʔyóE(Au) M-H nka-sīʔyóE M-H ntā-sīʔyómE M+M-H 
turn in -i-tʸāáE (A2) M-H nkʷ-i-tʸāáE M-H nt-ī-tʸāámE M+M-H 
vomit -akʷę̄´C (C2) M-(H) nkay-akʷę̄´C M-(H) nk-y-ākʷę̄´mC M+M-(H) 

flee -sunǎF (Ac) LH nka-sunǎF LH ntā-sunǎmF M+LH 

Table 14. Augmented TS Classes formed by mid tone-bearing Progressive prefixes 

G. The ‘morphological’ character of the TS classes. It is useful to 
characterize the TS class system of ZAC as highly morphologized. The tones 
themselves have the role of phonemes, whereas the TS’s that the tones spell 
out are emergent morphemes. As such, the TS classes: 
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 Have a certain level of structural arbitrariness (since not nearly all possible 
tone sequences are attested as TS’s);  

 Are the basis of tone ablaut patterns: ablaut changes tonal sequence, not 
random tones; and for a given verb, the spell-out of an ablaut change depends 
on the moraic length of the verb form, as illustrated in Table 13;  

 Can have semi-dedicated functions in the ablaut system, for example, TS 
Classes L and M are dedicated to non-third persons and 2S persons, 
respectively; TS Classes D and I are strongly associated with PRG aspect verb 
forms; TS Classes B and H are associated with POT mood verb forms (see 
§5.1.2); 

 Can be composed of functionally identifiable subparts (cf. the mid-tone 
augment contributed by the PRG prefixes); 

 Can be associated with lexical or semantic classes, e.g., Spanish loan nouns, 
numerals, Spanish given names, and ‘cute animals’ all cluster in various 
specific TS classes (Campbell & Woodbury 2010; Villard & Woodbury 2012; 
Villard 2015: 213; cf. also Cruz 2011 on SJQ).  

In these respects, the morphological value of the TS’s in ZAC can be 
usefully compared to the binyanim of Semitic languages, the prosodic 
skeleta which order morphological derivation in a root-and-pattern system 
(see McCarthy 1981). 

This concludes the presentation of the ZAC tonal system. We now turn 
to its participation in tone ablaut patterns. 

5.1.2. Tone ablaut patterns in aspect/mood inflection, and the tone ablaut 
classes they define 

We saw in §1 and in Table 1 that tone ablaut is a factor in both aspect/mood 
marking and person marking. However, it is sufficient for our purposes only 
to consider tone ablaut as it marks aspect/mood for 3S forms. I choose the 
3S forms because the TS classes of non-3s forms are more nearly predictable 
from the TS classes of the 3S form (Villard 2015: 403-423), suggesting that 
3S forms are base forms that show the underlying tone for each aspect or 
mood.12 

                                                 
12  Specifically, the TS of a 2S verb and of all plurals is predictable from the TS of the corresponding 3S 

form, but not vice versa; and the TS of a 1S form is partially predictable from the TS of the corresponding 
3S form, but less so vice versa. Finally, TS Classes L and M are minor classes which occur only in non-
3rd person verbs and possessed nouns, suggesting further that non-3rd person verbs are tonally specialized 
and that the corresponding 3rd person forms show the underlying stem tone. 
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Table 15 shows the ZAC tone ablaut patterns based on verb paradigms 
from Villard & Wong (in prep.), Villard (2015), and supplemented by my 
own notes. The data set also includes about 20 more single-pattern (and 
hence irregular) verb stems which are not accounted for in the table. Each 
pattern has three terms, indicating the TS class of the stem and CPL (always 
the same), of the PRG, and of the HAB and POT (also always the same). As 
noted, the patterns are expressed in terms of TS classes because the patterns 
hold regardless of the moraic length of the word. For example, the HAB and 
POT forms always belong to the same TS class even when they have 
dissimilar numbers of morae, as is the case for ‘fart’, ‘move (it)’, ‘flee’, and 
‘change’.  

Table 16 lays out the TS’s that make up the tone ablaut patterns in Table 
15. The rows are grouped according to the TS of the stem and CPL. If we 
grant that every stem must bear some inherent TS class –namely, that of the 
CPL– then it is natural that there are stem/CPL forms bearing each of the nine 
TS classes labeled ‘A’ through ‘I’.13 This is a matter of stem-level 
morphophonology, and is a part of what a child must learn for any stem in 
the language. For four of those stem/CPL TS classes (A, B, H, I), the ablaut 
pattern is uniquely determined and hence the child needs only to learn one 
pattern for each class. But for the other five, the child must learn two (C, D, 
E), three (F) or four (G) alternative patterns.  

Table 17 shows the alternatives grouped together in rows, one for each 
stem/CPL TS class. Even where alternatives exist, we can see that the ablaut 
patterns fall into three groups that largely cross-cut the stem/CPL classes 
themselves. These are shown in the columns of Table 17: the first column 
shows ablaut patterns where the TS class of the HAB/POT form is the same 
as the stem/PRG; the second shows ablaut patterns where the TS class of the 
HAB/POT is changed but that of the PRG is derived from that of the stem/CPL; 
and the third shows ablaut patterns where both are changed. The first two 
classes have considerable integrity, while the third does not. I take them up 
in turn. 

 
                                                 
13  Only TS classes K, L, and M are missing. But K is a class that is limited to Spanish loans, primarily 

common nouns; and as noted earlier, L and M occur only in non-3rd person verb and possessed noun 
forms. The inventory is otherwise complete, just as might be expected. 
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Ablaut  # of Examples 
Pattern  ex. Gloss Stem CPL PRG HAB POT 

A-I-A  28 eat (it) -akoA (C2) nkay-akoA nky-ākòI nky-akoA k-akoA 

B-D-B  8 sit up high -tukʷà`B (Bt) nku-tukʷà`B ntā-tűkʷà`D n-tʸukʷà`B tʸukʷà`B 
C-mC-B  14 vomit -akʷę̄´C (C2) nkay-akʷę̄´C nk-y-ākʷę̄´mC nti-kʷę̀`B k-akʷę̀`B 
C-mC-C  7 revive -y-oʔō´C (By) nk-y-oʔō´C ntīk-y-oʔō´mC nk-y-oʔō´C k-y-oʔō´C 
D-D-B  14 fart -jı̋lʸà`D (Ac) nkā-ji̋lʸà`D ntā-ji̋lʸà`D nti-jilʸà`B jilʸà`B 
D-D-D  7 move (it) -īx-ki̋nyą̀`D (A2) nkw-īx-kı̋nyą̀`D nt-īx-kı̋nyą̀`D nt-īx-kı̋nyą̀`D x-kı̋nyą̀`D 
E-mE-H  63 cut it -u-sīʔyóE (Au) nka-sīʔyóE ntā-sīʔyómE nt-u-sìʔyőH k-u-sìʔyőH 
E-mE-E  9 turn in -i-tʸāáE (A2) nkʷ-i-tʸāáE nt-ī-tʸāámE n-tʸāáE tʸāáE 
F-mF-B  14 flee -sunǎF (Ac) nka-sunǎF ntā-sunǎmF nti-xunà`B xunà`B 
F-mE-B  14 sweep (it) -u-lukwǎF (Au) nka-lukwǎF ntā-lūkwámE ntu-lukwà`B ku-lukwà`B 
F-mC-B  4 be cooked -akěʔF (Ca) nku-kěʔF nky-ākēʔ´mC nti-kèʔ`B k-akèʔ`B 
G-I-A  6 get wet -ātsāʔG (Ca) nkū-tsāʔG nky-ātsàʔI nti-čaʔA k-atsaʔA 

G-I-B  15 pull it out -u-sōōG (Au) nka-sōōG ntā-sōòI nto-soò`B ko-soò`B 
G-D-B  4 arrive -yālāG (By) nk-yālāG ntīk-ya̋là`D nk-yalà`B k-yalà`B 
G-mG-G  7 be hurt -kūʔwāG (Bk) n-kūʔwāG ntā-kūʔwāmG ntyi-kūʔwāG tyi-kūʔwāG 
H-mH-H  4 change -tsàʔą̋H (A2) nkwi-čàʔą̋H ntā-tsàʔą̋H nti-čàʔą̋H čàʔą̋H 
I-I-B  2 arrive -tyāàI (Bt) nkū-tyāàI ntā-tyāàI n-tyaà`B tyaà`B 

Table 15. ZAC Tone ablaut patterns for 220 non-compound verbs, showing one example for 
each pattern. Each pattern has three terms, indicating the TS class of the stem and CPL (always 
the same), of the PRG, and of the HAB and POT (also always the same) 

 

 
Table 16.ZAC tone ablaut patterns, showing stem counts and component TS’s for each one. 
Rows are grouped according to the TS of the stem and CPL. Shading shows those PRG and 
HAB/POT TS’s that differ from the TS of the stem and CPL (PRG forms differing only by the 
augment /M+/ are treated as not different) 

Ablaut 
pattern 

# of 
stems 

TS’s 
Stem/CPL PRG HAB/POT 

A-I-A 28 null M-M-L null 
B-D-B 8 L-(L) M-LS-L-(L) L-(L) 
C-mC-B 14 M-(H) M+M-(H) L-(L) 
C-mC-C 7 M-(H) M+M-(H) M-(H) 
D-D-B 14 M-LS-L-(L) M-LS-L-(L) L-(L) 
D-D-D 7 M-LS-L-(L) M-LS-L-(L) M-LS-L-(L) 
E-mE-H 63 M-H M+M-H L-LS 
E-mE-E 9 M-H M+M-H M-H 
F-mF-B 14 LH M+LH L-(L) 
F-mE-B 14 LH M+M-H L-(L) 
F-mC-B 4 LH M+M-(H) L-(L) 
G-I-A 6 M-M M-M-L null 
G-I-B 15 M-M M-M-L L-(L) 
G-D-B 4 M-M M-LS-L-(L) L-(L) 
G-mG-G 7 M-M M+M-M M-M 
H-mH-H 4 L-LS M+L-LS L-LS 
I-I-B 2 M-M-L M-M-L L-(L) 
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TS Class of 
the stem/CPL 

Same HAB/POT Changed HAB/POT 

Derived PRG  Changed PRG 

A A-I-A   
B B-D-B   
D D-D-D D-D-B  
C C-mC-C C-mC-B  
D D-D-D D-D-B  
E E-mE-E E-mE-H  
F  F-mF-B F-mE-B, F-mC-B 
G G-mG-G  G-I-A, G-I-B, G-D-B 
H H-mH-H   
I  I-I-B  

Table 17. Groupings of tone ablaut pattern in ZAC 

Same HAB/POT. This grouping occurs for all but two of the TS’s (F, I). In 
every case within this grouping, the TS of the PRG is derived  
–synchronically or historically– from that of the stem/CPL: 
 For stem/CPL TS Class A (null) verbs, the PRG is always TS Class I (/M-M-L/), 

which Campbell and Woodbury (2010) argue is derived, at least historically, from 
the combination of M+ and a toneless stem; 

 For stem/CPL TS Class B (/L-(L)/), the PRG is always TS class D (/M-LS-L-(L)/), 
which Campbell and Woodbury (2010) argue is derived from the combination of 
the M+ and a class B /L-(L)/ stem;  

 Otherwise, the TS of the PRG consists of the TS of the CPL with the M+ augment 
contributed by the PRG prefix. 

It is notable that the TS’s of the PRG forms are partly or wholy dedicated. TS 

Class I is rare for non-PRG verbs and relatively uncommon for nouns, adverbs, 
and adjectives; TS Class D almost never occurs for verbs in the HAB/POT or for 
non-verbs; and the prefixally-augmented TS’s are exclusive to PRG forms since 
the augment is contributed by the PRG prefix (see Villard & Woodbury 2012, 
Villard 2015: 213). To the extent they are dedicated, these TS’s are more 
morpheme-like (and in that sense differs from English vocalic ablaut, where 
no vowel is ‘dedicated’ to the past or preterite verb form). 

Changed HAB/POT, regular PRG. This group, the most populous of the three, 
likewise occurs for most stem/CPL TS’s. The PRG form is regular. And the TS 
class of the HAB/POT, though changed, is almost entirely predictable from that 
of the stem/CPL: if the stem has TS Class E (/M-H/), the HAB/POT has H (/L-
LS/); otherwise (i.e., for C, D, and F), the HAB/POT has B (/L-(L)/). 
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Despite this near predictability, no transparent morphophonological 
relationship between the TS of the stem/CPL and that of the HAB/POT emerges 
–i.e., one does not find clear remnants of the stem TS in the corresponding 
HAB/POT TS, even if such a relationship existed in the past. Still, the TS classes 
B and H may be considered as partly dedicated to the HAB/POT, in that they are 
relatively rare for stem/CPL forms and non-existent for PRG’s. TS Class H is 
relatively marginal even for nouns. These TS’s, like those discussed for the 
PRG forms, are therefore more morpheme-like. 

Changed HAB/POT, changed PRG. This group is restricted to the 
smörgåsbord of alternative ablaut patterns found among verbs whose 
stem/CPL has TS Class F or G. In being so restricted it has less integrity in 
comparison to the first two groups. For those whose stem/CPL has TS Class 
F, the TS Class of the HAB/POT is expected (TS Class B) but that of the PRG 

is unexpected. For those whose stem/CPL has TS Class G, the HAB/POT and 
the PRG alternatives are unexpected. Nevertheless, TS classes attested in 
both cases for HAB/POT (A and B) and for PRG (D, mC, mE, I) are all attested 
in those positions in other ablaut patterns, reducing somewhat the chaos. 

Thus, the child learner only needs to know, for any verb, the TS class of the 
stem/CPL; whether its ablaut pattern falls in the first and/or the second class 
from Table 17; and, if the the stem/PRG bears TS class F or G, whether it 
follows one of the changed-PRG ablaut patterns, and, if so, which one.  

Finally, a procedural point. While Table 17 suggests a more abstract and 
parsimonious factorization of ablaut patterns according to stem TS’s vs 
HAB/POT change vs PRG change, I will continue to use the term TONE ABLAUT 

CLASS for the groupings of verbs implied by each individual ablaut pattern. 
Thus, I will speak of A-I-A, B-D-B, D-D-D, and so on each as tone ablaut 
classes.  

5.2. Correlations between aspect/mood tone ablaut classes and  
 aspect/mood prefix classes in ZAC 

Now that we have established the tone ablaut patterns in ZAC aspect/mood 
inflection and the resultant tone ablaut classes, we can explore the 
relationship between them and the aspect/mood prefix classes discussed in 
§4. Table 18 is modeled on Tables 15 and 16, but shows how verbs of each 
tone ablaut class are distributed across prefix classes. 
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Table 18. ZAC Tone ablaut patterns for 220 non-compound verbs, broken down by 
aspect/mood prefix class. Zero counts are marked by shading 

# If a stem belongs to: Then it will also belong to: 
i. Prefix class A2  

(transitive or causative) 
Invariant tone abl. class  
(C-mC-C, D-D-D, ...) 

ii. Tone abl. class B-D-B Prefix class B (intr.) 
 Tone abl. class D-D-B Prefix class Au/Ac (tr.) 
 Tone abl. class D-D-D Prefix class A2 (tr. or causative) 
iii. Tone abl. class G-I-A Prefix class Ca (intr.) 
 Tone abl. class  G-I-B Mostly prefix classes Au, C2 (tr.) 

Table 19. Dependencies between prefix classes vs tone ablaut classes in ZAC 

There are, to be sure, many empty cells, but in most cases it is not possible 
to predict tone ablaut class from prefix class or vice versa. Even so, there are 
at least three important cases (or sets of cases) where prediction is possible 
and interesting interdependencies exist. These are summarized in Table 19 
(see further discussion in Villard 2015: 351-35314). Let us consider each one: 

                                                 
14  Villard (2015: 406-418) further shows that within the large A-I-A and E-E-H tonal conjugation 

classes, the aspect prefix classes (and transitivity) correlate significantly according to the tone ablaut 
pattern of first person singular forms. For example, she finds that for verbs showing the A-I-A tonal 
conjugation, those having an E-mE-H ablaut pattern for the 1S person have aspect prefix class C2 (-
akoA ‘to eat’ in Table 1 is such a case) whereas those having the H-mH-H ablaut pattern for the first 
person have one of the class B aspect prefixes.  

Tone # of Aspect/mood prefix class 
ablaut pattern ex. Au Ac A2 Bc Bt Bk By Ca C2 
A-I-A 28 3 6 – 6 2 3 2 – 6 
B-D-B 8 – – – 1 – 2 5 – – 
C-mC-B 14 3 4 – – – – 2 – 5 
C-mC-C 7 – 1 1 – – – 5 – – 
D-D-B 14 12 2 – – – – – – – 
D-D-D 7 – – 7 – – – – – – 
E-mE-H 63 33 9 – 7 4 3 7 – – 
E-mE-E 9 – – 8 – – – 1 – – 
F-mF-B 14 1 5 – 1 1 – 3 – 3 
F-mE-B 14 9 – – 1 1 – 3 – – 
F-mC-B 4 – – – – – – – 4 – 
G-I-A 6 – – – – – – – 6 – 
G-I-B 15 6 1 1 1 – – 2 – 4 
G-D-B 4 – 1 – – – – 3 – – 
G-mG-G 7 – – 3 – 1 1 2 – – 
H-mH-H 4 – – 3 – 1 – – – – 
I-I-B 2 – – – – 2 – – – – 
Totals: 220 67 29 23 17 12 9 35 10 18 
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(i) If the prefix class is A2, then the ablaut pattern is invariant (C-mC-C, 
D-D-D, E-mE-E, G-mG-G, or H-mH-H). The one counterexample is one A2 
prefix class verb having the G-I-B ablaut pattern. A2 verbs mostly contain 
the causative prefix –ix-, or else are mostly transitive verb stems beginning 
in i. This suggests that historically, the i element may have somehow 
neutralized the tonal factors that otherwise led to HAB/POT ablaut.  

(ii) If the ablaut class is B-D-B, D-D-B, or D-D-D, then the prefix class 
is, respectively, B (intransitives), Au/Ac (transitives), or A2 (transitives or 
causatives). These three dependencies form a complementary set not only 
with respect to the prefix class, but also transitivity, hence verbs whose 
stem/CPL is TS class B are intransitive while those whose stem/CPL is TS 
class D are transitive or causative. This is clearest in cases where there is an 
explicit derivational relationship between intransitive vs transitive forms of 
the same stem, as shown in Table 20.  The complementarity of the three sets 
is further cemented morphophonologically: as noted earlier, TS class D (M-
LS-L-(L)) arose originally as the PRG form of TS class B (L-(L)) by addition 
of the PRG mid-tone prefix M+ plus, in this case, an additional LS tone that 
may also have been associated with the prefix as a floating tone.15 

(iii) If the ablaut class is G-I-A then the prefix class is Ac (intransitive); but 
if the ablaut class is G-I-B, then the prefix class is usually Au or C2 and mostly 
transitive. These two dependencies also form a nearly complementary set with 
respect to prefix class and transitivity: sets G-I-A and G-I-B differ only for the 
TS of the HAB/POT, where TS class A is associated with intransitives while TS 
class B is associated with transitives. Again is especially in cases where there 
is an explicit derivational relationship between intransitive vs transitive forms 
of the same stem, as is also shown in Table 20.   

These dependencies are striking. Even so, it would be a stretch to posit 
for ZAC one grand set of combined prefix-and-tonal aspect/mood classes: 
one for each of the 56 unshaded number cells in Table 18. Rather, we are 
left with two simultaneous conjugation classifications –what I have termed 
conjugational double-classification. At best there are significant internal 

                                                 
15 There is reason to believe that the D-D-B ablaut pattern is a ZAC innovation. All Eastern Chatino 

varieties have B-D-B, a few also have D-D-D, but only ZAC has D-D-B, Furthermore, as noted 
earlier, TS class D has the antepenultimate M tone characteristic of a PRG, and is otherwise a PRG-
dedicated TS, making its appearance on stem/CPL form exceptional. We may explain all of this by 
positing that in ZAC, TS class D spread from the PRG to the stem/CPL as a special exponent of prefix 
class A transitives, leading to ZAC’s unique D-D-B ablaut pattern and leaving the original B-D-B 
pattern in ZAC just to verbs with prefix class B verbs. 
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dependencies within this framework; and we have hints that perhaps at least 
some derivational processes, especially ones involving transitivity or 
causativity, may once have been linked to specific prefix clases, and may 
have been either tone-bearing or else tone-affecting. 
Ablaut 
pattern 

Associated  
prefix cls. 

Transitivity Examples  

B-D-B Bc,Bk,By Intransitive By nk-y-anè`B ‘get sprayed, CPL’  
D-D-B Au,Ac Transitive Au nkā-s-a̋nè D ‘spray it, CPL’ 
G-I-A Ca Intransitive Ca nkū-tsāʔG ‘get wet, CPL’, k-atsaʔA ‘get wet’ POT’ 
G-I-B Au, C2 Transitive Au nkā-čāʔG ‘wet it, CPL’, k-u-čàʔ`B ‘wet it, POT’ 

Table 20. Complementary Intransitive/Transitive relationships between two pairs of ablaut 
patterns, illustrated with derivationally related intransitive/transitive pairs 

5.3. Aspect/mood tone ablaut classes in SJQ and their relationship to  
  aspect/mood prefix classes 

We now turn to SJQ Chatino. In more brief form, I present the tonal system 
following Cruz 2011 (with a few modifications in notation) in the context of its 
cognate relationship with the ZAC system, showing that it maintains nearly all 
the TS class distinctions found in ZAC (and even preserves a few that ZAC lost). 
Significantly, it does so even while having “squashed” the historical TS’s onto 
its exclusively monosyllabic words, transforming them into a richer inventory 
of basic tones (§5.3.1). I will then show that SJQ has nearly the same inventory 
of cognate tone ablaut patterns (and hence tone ablaut classes) as ZAC (§5.3.2). 

5.3.1. The SJQ tonal system in the context of comparative Chatino tone 

Table 21 shows cognate sets from ZAC, SJQ, and ZEN which illustrate the 
main tonal correspondences. Two sets are given for each major 
correspondence. Observe that these correspondences are presented on the 
basis of TS’s, rather than of individual tones, which –as we will see– do not 
easily compare across the languages. Let us begin by observing the basic 
characteristics of the SJQ tone system, and then turn to its cognate 
relationship to ZAC. We will take up the ZEN portion of the table in §5.4. 

The SJQ tonal system has the following characteristics, as shown by 
Table 21:16 

                                                 
16 The TS class designators in Table 21 are those used for ZAC, but with subdivisions for TS classes B 

and E that reflect distinctions that were lost in ZAC but retained in SJQ or ZEN. The comparisons 
leave off several TS classes not relevant for 3S verbs, including TS classes K, L and M, which, as 
noted, occur only for loan nouns, non-third persons, and 2S persons, respectively. 
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A. Ten tones. Four are level tones, L, M, H, and S(uperhigh); four are rising, 
LM, LH, MH, and MS; and two are falling, HL and ML. This is considerably 
more than ZAC, but observe that the TS’s in which they participate are simpler.  

B. The tone-bearing unit is the syllable, which is monomoraic. Furthermore, 
non-compound words are monosyllabic (except certain loans, see Cruz 2011).  

C. Each (non-compound) word hosts one of only about 14 possible TONE 

SEQUENCES, despite the large tone inventory. Thus, as in ZAC, words can be 
classified according to which TS class they belong to. But the TS’s are much 
simpler, consisting of just one linking tone and, optionally, one floating 
tone.17 As has been done for ZAC, the SJQ TS classes are indicated with a 
following superscript.  

D. Every linking tone links to its host. Since all hosts are equal in prosodic 
weight, there are no complexities in allocating tones to morae, as shown for 
ZAC in Table 13. 

E. The cognate-matching between SJQ and ZAC TS’s is nearly one-for-one, 
with no splits or mergers, except:  
 SJQ and ZAC allocate TS subclasses B1 and B2 differently: SJQ retains the deep 

etymological distinction between them that is also reflected in ZEN whereas ZAC 
apparently (re)allocated its etymological “B1” TS /L-(L)/ to all TS class B1 and B2 
non-nouns, and its etymological “B2” TS /L-(LS)/ to all TS class B1 and B2 nouns 
(compare items 3-5 vs 6 in ZAC)  

 SJQ lost the mid-tone associated in ZAC with the PRG aspect prefixes, as shown in 
items 8, 12, 14, and 16. It therefore lacks the augmented TS series found in ZAC. 

F. The cognate TS’s of SJQ and ZAC share similarities, for example, null is 
matched with null (items 1, 2) and floating tones with floating tones (3-10); 
however, the tones themselves are often different, as is clear when comparing 
the floating tones themselves or, for example, TS classes G (17-18, /M-M/ in 
ZAC vs /LH/ in SJQ) and I (21-22, /M-M-L/ in ZAC vs /MH/ in SJQ). 

In summary, if we take the longer TS’s of ZAC as historically 
conservative, then we can observe that as SJQ lost non-final morae, and it 
“squashed” its tonal sequences to fit on the remaining single-mora syllable 
while elaborating the number of individual tones from five to ten.  

                                                 
17 Table 21 and the rest of the discussion here excludes four of these. One of the excluded TS’s is the 

only case of a sequence of two linking tones (L-S). 
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  TS ZAC SJQ ZEN 
 Gloss Class Form TS Form TS Form TS 
1 CPL-eat.it A y-akoA null y-kuA null y-aku null 
2 CPL-walk A nka-taʔąA null ʔąA null nku-taʔą null 
3 POT-occur B1 k-akà`B L-(L) kȃ˜B1 ML-(MH) k-aka null 
4 HAB-get.lower B1 ntyi-ʔyà`B L-(L) nty-ʔyȃ˜B1 ML-(MH) nti-ʔe null 
5 CPL-sit.up.high B2 nku-tukʷà`B L-(L) kʷâ˚B2 HL-(S) nkū-tūkʷá M-M-H 
6 people B2 natę̀`B L-(LH) ntę̂˚B2 HL-(S) nyatę̄ M 
7 CPL-vomit C nkay-akʷę̄ ´C M-(H) y-kʷę̄ ´C M-(H) nkay-akʷę̄ M 
8 PRG-be.cooked C nky-ākēʔ´mC M+M-(H) ntʸ-kēʔ´C M-(H) nč-akēʔ M 
9 PRG-sit.up.high D ntā-tűkʷà`D M-LS-L-(L) n-tkʷá˚D H-(S) ntē-tūkʷá M-M-H 
10 PRG-heat.it D ntā-kwa̋tsǫ̀`D M-LS-L-(L) n-tsǫ́˚D H-(S) nte-katsǭ M 
11 CPL-stay E1 nk-y-ānúE M-H y-nóE H nk-y-ánō H-M 
12 PRG-be.hanging E1 ntā-tīkwímE M+M-H n-dwíE H nte-tákwī H-M 
13 CPL-boil E2 nku-lākwíE M-H ykwíE H nkū-lákwi M-H-0 
14 PRG-be.open E2 ntīk-y-ālámE M+M-H nd-láE H ntē-y-ála M-H-0 
15 CPL-cover.it F nka-takǫ̌ʔF LH n-s-kǫ̆ʔF LM nkā-tākǫ́ʔ M-M-H 
16 PRG-tie.it F ntā-s-aką̌ʔmF M+LH n-s-ką̆ʔF LM ntē-xī-ką́ʔ M-M-H 
17 CPL-get.lower G nkwī-ʔyāG M-M ʔyǎG LH nkwi-ʔe null 
18 CPL-carry.it G nka-tēę̄G M-M n-děG LH nka-teę null 
19 POT-laugh H ki-xìtʸı̋ H L-LS xtʸı̋ H MS ki-xiti null 
20 tomorrow H kyàa̋H L-LS kya̋H MS kii null 
21 PRG-eat I nky-ākòI M-M-L nty-kũI MH nch-aku null 
22 scorpion I xūnēʔę̀I M-M-L sʔę̃I MH jneʔę null 

Table 21. Chatino TS class cognate sets for ZAC, SJQ, based on Campbell & Woodbury 2010 

Ablaut # of Examples 
patterns ex. Gloss Stem CPL PRG HAB POT 

A-I-A 12 eat (it) -koA (C2) y-koA nty-kõI nty-koA koA 

A-A-A 5 sit on ground -kʔąA (Bk) ʔąA n-kʔąA n-tyʔąA tyʔąA 
B1-D-B1 3 remove (it) -lȏ˜B1 (Au) lȏ˜B1 n-ló˚D n-lȏ˜B1 k-lȏ˜B1 

B2-D-B2 14 count (it) -kwâ˚B2 (Au) kwâ˚B2 n-tkwá˚D n-tkwâ˚B2 kwâ˚B2 

C-C-B2 9 vomit -kʷę̄´C (C2) y-kʷę̄´C nty-kʷę̄´C nty-kʷę̂˚B2 kʷę̂˚B2 

C-C-C 4 fall -tyū´C (Bt) n-tyū´C n-tyū´C n-tyū´C tyū´C 

E-E-H 30 cut it -sʔyúE (Au) sʔyúE n-sʔyúE n-sʔyűH sʔyűH 
F-F-B2 15 flee -snăF (Ac) snăF n-snăF xnâ˚B2 xnâ˚B2 

F-C-B2 3 grow -lŭF (Ca) y-lŭF nd-lŭF nd-lyû˚B k-lû˚B 
F-F-F 2 melt -y-lăF (By) nk-ylăF n-lăF n-lăF k-lăF 
G-I-A 2 get wet -tsǎʔG (Ca) n-tsǎʔG n-tsãʔI n-tsaʔA k-tsaʔA 

G-I-B1 21 do, make -ʔněG (Au) ʔněG nʔnẽI n-ʔnȇ˜B1 ʔnȇ˜B1 
H-E-H 2 feed -x-kűH (A2) x-kűH n-x-kúE n-x-kűH x-kűH 
H-H-H 2 put above -x-tya̋H (A2) x-tya̋H nt-x-tya̋H nt-x-tya̋H x-tya̋H 
I-I-B2 2 arrive -tyãI (Bt) n-dyãI  n-dyãI  n-dyȃ˜B1 tyȃ˜B1 

I-I-I 2 be caught -y-nõI (By) y-nõI n-nõI n-nõI k-nõI 

Table 22. SJQ tone ablaut patterns for 126 non-compound verbs, showing one example for each 
pattern. Just as in ZAC (Table 15), each has three terms, indicating the TS class of the stem and 
CPL (always the same), of the PRG, and of the HAB and POT (also always the same) 
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5.3.2. SJQ tone ablaut patterns in comparison with ZAC 

We now turn to the tone ablaut patterns based on paradigms of 126 SJQ verbs 
compiled by Emiliana Cruz, Hilaria Cruz, and me, summarized in Table 22. 
The data set also included about 30 more single-pattern, i.e., irregular sets or 
incomplete sets. The table follows the same format as Table 15.  

Table 23 shows the SJQ ablaut patterns from Table 22, listed side-by-side 
with corresponding ZAC ablaut patterns. There are one-to-one, one-to-many, 
many-to-one, and many-to-many correspondences, where the ‘many’ sets are 
grouped with braces. The ablaut pattern correspondences takes advantage of 
the nearly one-to-one correspondence among the TS classes of ZAC and SJQ 
that make up the ablaut patterns: the only difference is that, as noted, ZAC TS 
class B is a merger of SJQ classes B1 and B2.  

For each given ablaut pattern, the TS class of the stem/CPL matches across 
the languages, except in one case: ZAC’s D-D-B verbs –which as previously 
noted are all prefix class Au/Ac transitives– correspond to SJQ’s B1-D-B1 and 
B2-D-B2 verbs, as do likewise ZAC’s B-D-B verbs, which all are prefix class 
B intransitives. As a result, SJQ’s B1-D-B1 and B2-D-B2 groupings both 
include transitives and intransitives (as well as transitives and ccausatives 
cognate with ZAC D-D-D class, which are all prefix class A2 causatives). 

A second point of difference shows up for the PRG aspect –in the cases 
where the ZAC TS classes are augmented by the mid-tone of the PRG prefix 
(mC, mE, etc.), there is no such augment in the corresponding SJQ PRG’s, since 
SJQ’s PRG prefixes are not tone-bearing. This has no effect, however, on the 
number of conjugations in SJQ, since no two corresponding ZAC conjugation 
patterns differ only with respect to the prefix augment. 

Third –apart from the mid-tone prefix– there is considerable SJQ-ZAC 
agreement across the PRG and HAB/POT forms, although again there are some 
mergers. For example, SJQ’s few A-A-A pattern verbs show up as A-I-A in 
ZAC; while all known SJQ cognates for ZAC’s F-mE-B pattern verbs follow 
the F-F-B pattern in SJQ. 

For the most part then, SJQ preserves the tone ablaut classes of ZAC. 
Moreover, the SJQ system as a whole shows the same broad structuring. This 
can be seen by comparing Table 24 for SJQ with Table 17 for ZAC: that is, the 
tone ablaut patterns group into those where the HAB/POT is the same as the 
stem/CPL; those where the HAB/POT is changed but the PRG is the same; and 
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those where both are different. If anything, the SJQ system is somewhat 
simpler since there tend to be fewer alternatives in each row of the table.  

Finally, in SJQ just as in ZAC, TS’s B and H remain as semi-dedicated 
HAB/POT markers, while TS’s D and I remain as semi-dedicated PRG markers. 
This is one respect in which the SJQ system of TS’s, like that of ZAC, may be 
said to be relatively ‘morphologized’. But in other respects, the SJQ system has 
become less canonically morphological. First, the shortening of the TS’s in SJQ 
and the increase in tone inventory give a more nearly one-to-one relationship 
between tones and TS’s: no longer is each TS “spelled out” with up to four 
tones. Second, the loss of the mid-tone associated with the PRG prefixes means 
that SJQ, unlike ZAC, does not have overtly compositional TS’s.  

We now turn to the relationship between the SJQ tone ablaut classes and 
the prefix classes. The relationship is indirect, since as noted in §4.3, the 
prefix classes themselves are now mostly indistinct in SJQ. That is, in SJQ 
we are in principle more likely to find correlations between tone ablaut 
classes and the functional distinctions historically associated with the prefix 
classes, such as causativity, transitivity, and unaccusativity. 
ZAC #   SJQ # 

A-I-A 28  { A-I-A 12 
A-A-A 5 

B-D-B 
D-D-B 
D-D-D 

8 
14 
7 

} { B1-D-B1 
B2-D-B2 

3 
14 

C-mC-B 14   C-C-B2 9 

C-mC-C 7   C-C-C 4 

E-mE-H 
E-mE-E 

63 
9 }  E-E-H 3d0 

F-mC-B 4   F-C-B2 3 

F-mF-B 
F-mE-B 

14 
14 } { F-F-B2 

F-F-F 
15 
2 

G-I-A 6   G-I-A 2 

G-I-B 
G-D-B 
G-mG-G 

15 
4 
7 

}  G-I-B1 21 

H-mH-H 4  { H-E-H 
H-H-H 

2 
2 

I-I-B 2  { I-I-B1 
I-I-I 

2 
2 

Table 23. Correspondences between ZAC and SJQ ablaut patterns 
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TS class of 
the stem/CPL 

Same HAB/POT Changed HAB/POT 
Same PRG  Changed PRG 

A A-I-A, A-A-A   
B B1-D-B1   
D B2-D-B2   
C C-C-C C-C-B  
E  E-E-H  
F F-F-F F-F-B F-C-B 
G   G-I-A, G-I-B 
H H-H-H  H-E-H 
I I-I-I I-I-B  

Table 24. Groupings of tone ablaut patterns in SJQ 

Recall that we found three main dependencies in ZAC, summarized in 
Table 19. Let us consider whether these dependencies hold in SJQ. Table 25 
repeats Table 19, adding a column for SJQ for comparison. We consider 
each dependency or set of dependencies in turn: 

 If a stem belongs to: Then it will also belong to: 
#  ZAC SJQ 

i. Prefix class A2 (tr. or 
causative) 

Invariant tone abl. class Mostly invariant tone 
abl. classes 

ii. Tone abl. class B-D-B Prefix class B (intr.) Intr., tr., or causative 
 Tone abl. class D-D-B Prefix class Au/Ac (tr.) Intr., tr., or causative 
 Tone abl. class D-D-D Prefix class A2  

(tr. or causative) 
Intr., tr., or causative 

iii. Tone abl. class G-I-A Prefix class Ca (intr.) Intr. 
 Tone abl. class  G-I-B Mostly prefix classes Au, C2 (tr.) Mostly tr. 

Table 25. Dependencies between prefix classes vs tone ablaut classes in ZAC vs SJQ 

(i) If the prefix class in ZAC is A2, then the ablaut pattern is invariant (C-
mC-C, D-D-D, E-mE-E, G-mG-G, or H-mH-H). For cognates of these verbs 
in SJQ, most also have an invariant ablaut pattern. Recall, for example, that 
ZAC class A2 included causatives formed with ix-. In SJQ, ix- derived verbs 
mostly belong to invariant-tone ablaut patterns. Despite this, the correlation 
with the A2 prefix class is more or less invisible in present-day SJQ, because 
the A2 prefix class is no longer independently visible there; nor is there a 
clean correlation between invariant-tone ablaut patterns and causativity, 
since there are many invariant ablaut pattern verbs in SJQ (as well as ZAC) 
that are not clearly causative.  

(ii) If the ZAC tone ablaut class is B-D-B, D-D-B, or D-D-D, then the prefix 
class is, respectively, B (intransitives), Au/Ac (transitives), or A2 (transitives 
or causatives) and the three form a complementary set with respect to 
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transitivity. But as already noted, these sets are all merged in SJQ as either B1-
D-B1 or B2-D-B2, destroying any dependency between tone ablaut and prefix 
class or transitivity/ causativity in SJQ. For example, the SJQ intransitive-
transitive verb pair y-nê˚B2 ‘get sprayed, CPL’ vs s-nê˚B2 ‘spray it’ both have TS 
B2 and show no discernable remnant of their etymological prefix classes (By 
and Au, respectively); whereas their ZAC cognates, shown in Table 20, are 
both prefixally distinct and show distinct TS’s (B and D, respectively). 

(iii) If the ablaut class is G-I-A then the ZAC prefix class is Ac (intransitive); 
but if the ablaut class is G-I-B, then the ZAC prefix class is usually Au or C2 
and mostly transitive. The dependencies form a complementary set with 
respect to prefix class and transitivity. This tone ablaut and transitivity pattern 
is preserved in SJQ.  For example, the SJQ intransitive-transitive POT mood 
verb pair ktsaʔA ‘get wet’ POT’ (G-I-A pattern in SJQ) vs kčȃʔ˜B1 ‘wet it, POT’ 

(G-I-B1 pattern in SJQ) matches the cognate pair shown for ZAC in Table 20. 
The only difference is that in SJQ, the etymological prefix class for this pair 
(Ca vs Au) is not discernable. 

Thus only one of three possible correlations between tone ablaut class 
and transitivity/causativity is strongly present in SJQ. The losses in 
correlation are due to small differences in the tonal features of SJQ vs ZAC 
as well as to the nearly complete collapse of aspect prefix classes in SJQ as 
demonstrated in §4. 

In conclusion, SJQ presents an interesting case in which tone ablaut 
classes remain robust –in the prime of life, as it were– while the prefix 
classes are all but gone. This has left behind only a few correlations between 
tone ablaut classes, and transitivity and causativity. 

5.4.  Tone ablaut patterns in aspect/mood inflection in ZEN and their  
 relationship to prefix classes 

Finally we turn to ZEN Chatino, the outlier of the Chatino group. As was 
done for SJQ, I will briefly sketch the tone system (following Campbell 
2014, 2016, & this issue), comparing it with ZAC and SJQ and showing that 
it has radically reduced both the tone inventory and TS inventory found in 
those varieties (§5.4.1). I will then show that these reductions have led to the 
dissolution of the presumably more conservative tonal conjugations still 
attested in ZAC and SJQ, and with that, a breaking of the correlations 
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between aspect/mood prefix conjugations and tonal conjugations that were 
found in ZAC (§5.4.2.) 

5.4.1. The ZEN tonal system in the context of comparative Chatino tone 

Consider again Table 21, which includes ZEN. The ZEN tonal system has 
these characteristics: 

A. Two tones, M and H. (Compare ZAC with five and SJQ with ten) 

B. The mora is the TBU.  

C. Only five major TS’s: null, M, H-M, M-M-H, and M-H-Ø (where ‘Ø’ = 
toneless).18 As in ZAC, these link from right-to-left, leaving leftover morae 
toneless and leaving leftover tones unassociated. There are no floating tones.19 

D. The cognate matching to ZAC and SJQ TS’s is strong, but involves 
significant mergers and splits: 

 ZAC TS Classes A, B1, G, H, and I all correspond to ZEN’s null TS Class, which 
comprises over 60% of the ZEN vocabulary (Campbell, this issue); Campbell & 
Woodbury 2010 consider ZAC as conservative, positing that ZEN innovated by 
losing the L tone and all floating tones, among other changes; 

 ZAC TS Class E corresponds to two ZEN TS classes labeled E1 and E2: in this 
respect, ZEN is probably conservative; 

 ZAC TS Classes B2 and D merge with ZEN’s M or M-M-H TS classes, motivated 
in part by the loss of floating tones in ZEN; however, ZEN’s division of these classes 
appears to be based on an older distinction that was lost in ZAC and SJQ (but 
retained, alongside floating tones, in Tataltepec Chatino, cf. Sullivant 2015). 

 ZEN has no tone-bearing prefixes such as the ZAC mid tone associated with the 
PRG prefix allomorphs. 

In summary, the ZEN tonal system is radically reduced from the more 
conservative ZAC system in terms of its tonal and TS class inventories. 

5.4.2. ZEN tone ablaut patterns in comparison with ZAC and SJQ 

Campbell (this issue) presents the tone ablaut patterns of ZEN for 375 verbs. 
Table 26 shows the patterns with one example for each. As in ZAC and SJQ, 
the CPL shows the TS class of the stem, and the TS class of the PRG or of the 

                                                 
18 Aside from the five major TS’s, two minor TS’s are found for on 2nd person singular forms only, and 

M-H-M is found for trimoraic nouns only (treated by Campbell as a variant of the H-M TS class). 
19 Following Campbell, I have not tagged each ZEN form with a superscript indexing its TS class, as I 

have done for ZAC and SJQ. 
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POT/HAB (which always pattern together) may or may not differ from that of 
the stem/CPL. Finally, the rows are grouped according to the TS class of the 
stem/CPL, giving five groups (one for each TS class).  

How are the tone ablaut classes of ZEN related to those of ZAC and SJQ? 
For purposes of comparison, we get a crude idea of the relationship by 
expressing the ZEN ablaut patterns using the labels of the cognate classes 
from Table 21 to which each belongs, thus ZEN’s null TS = “A”; /M/ = “C”; 
/H-M/ = E1; /M-H-Ø/ = “E2”; and /M-M-H/ = “F”, as shown in Table 27. 
This comparison should be taken with a certain grain of salt  
–whereas the individual cognate correspondences are relatively clear for the 
TS classes of the stem/CPL forms among the languages, the HAB/POT 
correspondences are quite haphazard. For example, Table 7 presents cognate 
paradigms for ZEN and ZAC. And while ‘be cooked’ is a perfect cognate 
match (ZEN /F-C-F/, vs ZAC /F-mC-B/), as are several others, there are 
many mismatches (e.g., ‘cut (it)’, with ZEN /F-F-F/ vs ZAC /E-mE-H/), 
suggesting occasional historical changes in TS class membership. 

Nevertheless, the cognate labeling of ZEN’s patterns allows us to make 
several observations about them in comparison to ZAC and SJQ: 
 Less overall predictability. ZEN has fewer stem/CPL TS’s than ZAC or SJQ (5 vs 

9 vs 9), and this follows from the fact that ZEN has fewer TS’s Yet for most 
stem/CPL TS’s, ZEN has more alternative ablaut patterns than ZAC or SJQ, leading 
to less overall predictability based on the TS of the stem/CPL. 

 Invariant tone ablaut patterns dominate numerically. The fact that ZEN’s null 
TS (TS class “A”) corresponds to the ZAC/SJQ TS classes A, B1, G, H, and I may 
account for the disproportionately high stem count in ZEN’s A-A-A (null-null-null) 
tone ablaut class. By contrast, invariant tone ablaut is the minority pattern in 
ZAC/SJQ.20 

 No TS’s dedicated to a specific aspect. Recall that ZAC/SJQ, TS’s B and H mark 
nearly all changed HAB/POT’s; while TS’s D and I mark nearly all changed PRGs. 
But every one of these dedicated TS’s has merged with some other class(es) in ZEN, 
so that in ZEN there are no TS’s dedicated to a specific aspect or mood.  

 No augmented TS’s in PRG forms. As a result there is no compositional relationship 
between the stem/CPL and the PRG as in ZAC via its marking of the PRG with a mid 
tone. Instead, the stem/CPL and PRG in ZEN nearly always have the same TS. 

                                                 
20 The loss of dedicated changed HAB/POT and changed PRG TS’s is another likely source for the dominance 

in ZEN of the invariant tone ablaut patterns. A possible third is paradigm leveling and related ‘migrations’ 
of individual verbs or verb parts from one TS to another. For example in ‘cut it’ in Table 7, the F-F-F 
pattern of the ZEN verb is (mis-)matched with the E-mE-H pattern of its cognate verb in ZAC, suggesting 
that the proto Chatino verb may have changed patterns to an invariant pattern in ZEN. 
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Ablaut patterns     # of                     Examples 
CPL PRG HAB/POT ex. Gloss Stem CPL PRG HAB POT 

null null null 121 laugh -xiti (Ac) nka-xiti nte-xiti nti-xiti ki-xiti 
M M M 47 lie down -sukʷā (Bc) nku-sukʷā nte-sukʷā nti-sukʷā sukʷā 
M M null 8 sell -ujwīʔ (C2) y-ujwīʔ nč-ujwīʔ nt-ujwiʔ k-ujwiʔ 
M null null 2 get crushed -titā (Bc) nku-titā nte-tita nti-tita ki-tita 
M M M-M-H 6 vomit -akʷę̄ (C2) nkay-akʷę̄ nč-akʷę̄ ntī-kʷę́ k-ākʷę́ 
H-M H-M null 41 pop (it) -ú-tsū (Au) nká-tsū nté-tsū nt-u-tsu k-u-tsu 
H-M null null 5 weave (it) -íkwā (A2) nkw-íkwā nte-k-ikwa nt-ikwa k-ikwa 
H-M H-M H-M 2 fall to ground -tásū (Bt) nku-tásū nte-tásū n-tyásū tyásū 
M-H-Ø M-H-Ø M-H-Ø 29 become soft -kúti (Bc) nkū-kúti ntē-kúti ntī-kúti kī-kúti 
M-M-H M-M-H M-M-H 68 cut (it) -ū-xūʔú (Au) nkā-xūʔú ntē-xūʔú nt-ū-xūʔú k-ū-xūʔú 
M-M-H M-M-H M 32 open (it) -ū-sāná (Au) nkā-sāná ntē-sāná nt-u-sanā k-u-sanā 
M-M-H M M 7 melt -nk-y-ālá (By) nk-y-ālá nte-č-alā n-č-alā č-alā 
M-M-H M M-M-H 7 be cooked -ākéʔ (Ca) nkū-kéʔ nč-akēʔ ntī-kéʔ k-ākéʔ 

Table 26. ZEN Tone ablaut patterns for 375 non-compound verb, following Campbell 2016: 
18-29. Rows are grouped according to the TS of the stem and CPL forms 

Ablaut patterns Cognate # of 
CPL PRG HAB/POT labels ex. 
null null null A-A-A 121 
M M M C-C-C 47 
M M null C-C-A 8 
M null null C-A-A 2 
M M M-M-H C-C-F 6 
H-M H-M null E1-E1-A 41 
H-M null null E1-A-A 5 
H-M H-M H-M E1-E1-E1 2 
M-H-Ø M-H-Ø M-H-Ø E2-E2-E2 29 
M-M-H M-M-H M-M-H F-F-F 68 
M-M-H M-M-H M F-F-C 32 
M-M-H M M F-C-C 7 
M-M-H M M-M-H F-C-F 7 

Table 27. Cognate labelling of ZEN’s tone ablaut patterns 

In summary, it is fair to say that the tone ablaut patterns of ZAC (and 
presumably proto-Chatino) are radically transformed in ZEN through tone 
and TS simplification. This has led to a dominance in ZEN of invariant tone 
ablaut patterns and with them, a diminished role for tone ablaut in 
aspect/mood marking as a whole, as well as less overall predictability based 
on the TS of the stem. 

Another broad pattern that stands out in the facts just reviewed is that the 
TS system of ZEN has come to lack some of the features that allowed us to 
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characterize those of ZAC and SJQ as ‘morphologized’. Like ZAC, ZEN 
tones still spell out TS’s (as phonemes spell out morphemes); and the TS’s 
are independent in that they link to different moraic structures. But all four 
features just reviewed put ZEN on the less morphological end of the scale 
relative to ZAC or SJQ. With less predictability and the dominance of the 
invariant ablaut patterns, the TS’s have a diminished role in signaling 
consistent morphological structures and meanings. Even more directly, the 
lack of aspect/mood-dedicated TS’s and the lack of tonal composition to 
form the PRG means the loss of a key respect in which TS’s were direct 
exponents of aspect/mood categories. 

We finally turn to the relationship between the ZEN tone ablaut classes 
and ZEN prefix classes, explored in depth in Campbell (this issue). Table 28 
elaborates Table 27 by showing the distributions of the 375 verbs counted 
there according to aspect prefix class. 

Campbell summarizes his findings as follows (this issue: 56):  
[T]he tone pattern alternation, or lack thereof, that a verb has as part of its 
aspect/mood inflection is lexically conditioned. It is not predictable from the 
phonological shape of the stem, its underlying tone pattern, its argument structure, 
or the segmental/prefixal layer of its aspect/mood inflection, nor is it predictable 
for any particular morphological category. Since the tone alternation patterns of 
verbs are not predictable, verbs must be grouped into classes on the basis of these 
patterns. This tonal layer is orthogonal to the prefix classes, and it is the 
intersection of these two layers of inflectional classes that makes aspect/mood 
inflection in Zenzontepec Chatino particularly complex.  

But he continues (this issue: 57), conceding that:  
Even though the tone alternation patterns are ultimately not predictable, many 
generalizations can be stated in terms of their tendencies to occur with particular 
prefix-classes, which in turn have some loose connection to the phonological shape 
of stems and their lexical semantics.  

For example, the null tone ablaut pattern is especially preponderant for 
aspect prefix classes Ca and C2, while otherwise, invariant ablaut patterns 
are under-represented in Ca and C2; the F-C-F pattern is exclusive to Ca 
while the E1-E1-E1 pattern is rare and only found in aspect prefix class Bc; 
and in A2 –the smallest aspect prefix class– the E1-A-A ablaut pattern is 
uniquely present while the more common E1-E1-A pattern is absent. 

Finally, let us consider the fate in ZAC of the dependencies between 
prefix classes and tone ablaut classes that were found in ZAC and which in 
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SJQ were partially preserved as dependencies between tone ablaut classes 
and transitivity/causativity. The comparison was summarized in Table 25, 
which I now extend to include ZEN in Table 29.  

(i) If the prefix class in ZAC is A2, then the ZAC ablaut pattern is 
invariant. But of the prefix class A2 verbs in ZEN, 10 out of 39 (26%) do 
not have an invariant tone ablaut pattern, almost exactly the percentage of 
verbs overall which lack an invariant tone ablaut pattern (29%). ZEN’s 
aspect prefix class A2 also includes a number of intransitives, and these, in 
fact, are prominent among the variable-tone ablaut ZEN verbs of prefix class 
A2, e.g., -iyē ‘succeed’, -ičaā ‘arrive there’ (Campbell, this issue). Therefore 
no strong dependency survives between prefix class A2 and invariant ablaut; 

Tone ablaut patterns Cognate # of Aspect prefix class 
CPL PRG HAB/POT classes ex. Au/c A2 Bc Bt By Ca C2 
null null null A-A-A 121 36 11 22 8 18 9 17 
M M M C-C-C 47 18 5 14 2 7 – 1 
M M null C-C-A 8 1 1 1 1 – 2 2 
M null null C-A-A 2 – 1 1 – – – – 
M M M-M-H C-C-F 6 – – – – – 2 4 
H-M H-M null E1-E1-A 41 17 – 10 5 7 – 2 
H-M null null E1-A-A 5 – 5 – – – – – 
H-M H-M H-M E1-E1-E1 2 – – – 2 – – – 
M-H-Ø M-H-Ø M-H-Ø E2-E2-E2 29 1Ø 6 4 5 4 – – 
M-M-H M-M-H M-M-H F-F-F 68 32 7 18 3 7 1 – 
M-M-H M-M-H M F-F-C 32 16 – 4 2 5 – 5 
M-M-H M M F-C-C 7 – 3 – – 4 – – 
M-M-H M M-M-H F-C-F 7 – – – – – 7 – 
            
  Totals:  375 130 39 74 28 52 21 31 

Table 28. ZEN Tone ablaut patterns for 220 non-compound verbs: breakdown by aspect prefix class. 
(Re-presentation of data from Campbell, this issue) 

# If a stem belongs to: Then it will also belong to: 
#  ZAC SJQ ZEN 
i. Prefix class A2 (tr. or 

causative) 
An invariant tone abl. 
class 

Mostly invariant 
tone abl. classes 

Invariant or 
variable tone abl. 
class 

ii. Tone abl. class B-D-B Prefix class B (intr.) Intr., tr., or causative Any prefix class 
 Tone abl. class D-D-B Prefix class Au/Ac (tr.) Intr., tr., or causative Any prefix class 
 Tone abl. class D-D-D Prefix class A2 (tr. or 

causative) 
Intr., tr., or causative Any prefix class 

iii. Tone abl. class G-I-A Prefix class Ca (intr.) Intr. Any prefix class 
 Tone abl. class  G-I-B Mostly prefix classes 

Au, C2 (tr.) 
Mostly tr. Any prefix class 

Table 29. Dependencies between prefix classes vs tone ablaut classes in ZAC vs SJQ vs ZEN 
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(ii). If the ZAC tone ablaut class is B-D-B, D-D-B, or D-D-D, then the prefix 
class is (respectively) B (intransitives), Au/Ac (transitives), or A2 
(transitives or causatives) and the three form a complementary set with 
respect to transitivity/causativity. In ZEN neither TS class B nor D is 
distinct: TS Class B1 (separately distinct in SJQ but not ZAC) becomes the 
ZEN null TS while TS Classes B2 and D correspond, variously, to the ZEN 
TS’s /M/ or /M-M-H/. Therefore, the B-D-B, D-D-B, and D-D-D patterns of 
ZAC are also not distinct. Instead the cognates join the tone ablaut classes 
labeled in Table 28 as A-A-A, C-C-C, F-F-F, and others; and these each 
include stems of all or nearly all prefix classes, and there is no complementarity 
between tone ablaut class and prefix class or transitivity/causativity; 

(iii) If the tone ablaut class in ZAC is G-I-A then the ZAC prefix class is Ac 
(intransitive); but if the tone ablaut class is G-I-B, then the ZAC prefix class 
is usually Au or C2 and mostly transitive. The dependencies form a 
complementary set with respect to prefix class and transitivity that is carried 
over into SJQ. In ZEN, however, the basis for this distinction is unavailable, 
because the null TS is cognate with ZAC/SJQ TS’s A, B1, G, and I. 
Therefore, the proper ZEN cognate of both of the ZAC ablaut patterns 
should be null-null-null (or A-A-A in Table 28) and the prefix classes should 
not have distinct ablaut patterns. This is suggested by the fact that the A-A-
A ablaut pattern is populated with verbs of all aspect prefix classes (Table 
28), again wrecking any complementarity that may have held between ablaut 
class and prefix class or transitivity.  

In summary –as shown in Table 29– the dependencies found in ZAC and 
(to a lesser extent) SJQ between tone ablaut classes and aspect prefix classes 
are entirely erased in ZEN, due ultimately to its radical reduction of tone and 
TS inventories.  

5.5. Tone ablaut classes: summary and conclusion 

ZAC and SJQ share a conservative inventory of TS’s and tone ablaut 
patterns in which there is significant predictability on the basis of the TS of 
the stem and CPL, and where certain TS’s are largely dedicated to PRG forms 
or to HAB and POT forms: in short, the TS’s are highly morphologized. In 
ZAC, this system also retains some significant correlation with aspect/mood 
prefix classes, causativity, and transitivity. By contrast, ZEN has undergone 
tone mergers leading to a much smaller inventory of tones and TS’s, and 
hence to a simplified system of tone ablaut. That led to a preponderance of 
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invariant tone ablaut patterns. Because there is less predictability and a lack 
of TS’s specifically dedicated to particular aspects, the ZEN TS system is 
relatively de-morphologized. Along with this, there are only weak and 
derivative correlations between the ZEN tone ablaut classes and the 
aspect/mood prefix classes, including a loss of those dependencies that are 
still evident in ZAC. Likewise, any strong correlation between tone ablaut 
classes and causativity or transitivity that may have once existed in Chatino 
is gone in ZEN. In short, ZEN’s tonal innovations have led to a shift in the 
life cycle of tone ablaut classes from robust to weak. 

6. Conclusions 

I have shown here that the life cycles of the prefix classes and tone ablaut 
classes that are part of aspect and mood inflection in Chatino languages are 
independent. By realizing combinations of different stages in these life cycles, 
ZAC, ZEN, and SJQ Chatino offer a typology of situations. In ZAC, 
aspect/mood prefix patterns define robust, lexically significant conjugation 
classes, while tone ablaut patterns also define conjugation classes that are also 
robust, built up through PRG mid-tone prefixation and several TS classes that 
are largely dedicated to the PRG or the HAB/POT. In ZEN, aspect prefixes define 
the same lexically significant conjugation classes as in ZAC, while tone ablaut 
patterns define classes that vary only for a minority of verbs and are 
fragmented, unrevealing, and minimally correlated with the aspect prefix 
classes. As a further contrast, in SJQ the historical aspect prefix classes are 
rendered virtually indistinct by phonological changes while a version of the 
ZAC tone ablaut classes remains robust. 

More generally, we must recognize the possibility of conjugational double-
classification, where distinct conjugation subsystems can order the verb system 
of the same language, even if they are largely orthogonal, and even if both are 
complex. Eric Campbell (this issue) has demonstrated this point in detail for 
ZEN, as has Villard (2015) for ZAC; but it is nevertheless a phenomenon 
which, as far as I know, has not been either explicitly predicated or excluded 
in any theory of synchronic inflectional morphology, or proposed much or at 
all in work on other languages. In this paper I have extended Campbell’s and 
Villard’s position by showing that this same independence holds in the Chatino 
group at a dynamic, diachronic level.  
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But how is this possible? I believe the diachronic perspective taken here 
enables a reasonable explanation. If we allow for multiple exponence in an 
inflectional system, then the question is whether historical changes affecting 
each type of exponence are or are not mutually influencing. In Chatino 
aspect/mood inflection, the kinds of exponence in question are prefixation 
and TS classification. We have found that segmental changes affecting 
prefixation and tonal change affecting TS’s are largely independent –and 
indeed this independence follows directly from basic principles of 
autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1990), according to which tonal and 
other tiers are independent but linked to each other. On the other hand, if the 
verb stems of a particular prefix class should carry a particular tone or have 
a particular tonal effect, then one could expect a dependency between prefix 
class and tone ablaut class. This was found for ZAC verbs of prefix class 
A2, which nearly always show an invariant tone ablaut pattern. These verbs 
mostly contain the causative prefix -ix-, or are transitives beginning in i. It 
is plausible that that i element may have somehow neutralized the tonal 
factors that otherwise led to a changed TS in HAB/POT forms. An element 
simultaneously linked to prefix class and to tonal effects –possibly a 
derivational prefix linked to some tone, as was found for the PRG in ZAC– 
then this would account for interdependencies between prefix class and tone 
ablaut patterning. 

Abbreviations 

1,2,3 = first, second, third person; CPL = completive aspect; EX = first person exclusive; 
HAB = habitual aspect; intr. = intransitive; IN = first person inclusive; S = singular; POT = 
potential mood; PRG = progressive aspect; P = plural; tr. = transitive. 
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